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Executive Summary
Water management is a global issue requiring global solutions that can be applied at
the local catchment scale. Policy and management responses to the water crisis
require a flexible strategic approach that is inclusive of social, environmental,
economic and cultural considerations that can adapt to change. This White Paper
provides a supply and demand sided mechanism for the sustainable management of
finite water resources that encapsulates these needs. The White Paper describes a
model for integrated water decision making, called H2O20, that provides a balanced
approach to the water resources allocation and entitlement process to instigate a
paradigm shift from ‘statist developmentalism’ to sustainable resource management.
This model has been designed to apply to all regions, sectors and uses for water and is
transferable across all scales.

The H2O20 model supports the custodial ownership and management of ground and
surface water by the State and advocates the establishment of statutory Regional
Water Catchment Authorities supported by Catchment Advisory Committees to
facilitate deliberative public input and expert decision-making processes.

The primary purpose of the H2O20 model is to provide a system of incentives and
instruments that will encourage water users to make production decisions based on
the efficient use of water. Its purpose is to try and leverage supply and demand side
mechanisms so that water users will benefit from producing efficient products, in the
most efficient locations, at the most efficient times, using the most efficient systems
in respect to water.

Underpinning the H2O20 model is a detailed equation that determines decisionmaking inputs and triggers management responses to water entitlement conditions.
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Abbreviations, acronyms and symbols
The following abbreviations, acronyms and symbols are used in this report.
ABARE
ASR
AW
AWR
CAC
CAx
D
DAFF
DEST
df
DWR
EP
ESD
EQ
EQF
EQgw
EQsw
ET
EUWI
EV
GL
GW
GWP
HELP
IAH
IWM
LWA
MAR
MDB
ML
MOU
NGW
NWC
OECD
P
PM
R
RWCA
SW
TAP
TBL
TCAC
TX
UN
UNESCO
WDR
WE
WER
WF
WHO
WU
WUE
X

Y

Australian Bureau of Agricultural Research Economics
aquifer storage and recovery
available water in the catchment
Australian Water Resources
Catchment Advisory Committees
catchment owned by an individual user
domestic/urban water use requirement
Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry
Department of Environment Sport and Water
dilution factor
Department of Water Resources (California)
water exported as product
Ecologically Sustainable Development
environmental flow requirement
Land Capability Equivalence factor
environmental flow requirement for ground water
environmental flow requirement for surface water
environmental tolerance
European Union Water Initiative
evaporation during use and storage
gigalitres
total ground water
Global Water Partnership
Hydrology for the Environment, Life and Policy
International Association of Hydrogeologists
Integrated Water Management
Land & Water Australia
Managed Aquifer Recharge
Murray Darling Basin
Megalitres
Memorandum of understanding
National Groundwater Committee
National Water Commision
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
polluted water
particulate matter
recharge rate
Regional Water Catchment Authority
total surface water
Transitional Assistance Programme
Triple Bottom Line
Tributary Catchment Advisory Committees
toxicity
United Nations
United Nations Educational Scientific Cultural Organisation
Water Droplet Rating
water entitlement
Water Efficiency Rating
water footprint calculation
World Health Organisation
water use
water use efficiency
specific user
yield
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1 Introduction
Water management is a global issue requiring global solutions that can be applied at
the local catchment scale. Policy and management responses to the water crisis
require a strategic approach that is inclusive of social, environmental, economic and
cultural considerations. This White Paper provides a supply and demand sided
mechanism for the sustainable management of finite water resources that encapsulates
these needs. The White Paper describes a model for integrated water decision making
that provides a balanced approach to the water resources allocation and entitlement
process to instigate a paradigm shift from ‘statist developmentalism’ to sustainable
resource management. This model has been designed to apply to all regions, sectors
and uses for water and is transferable across all scales.

2 Background
The allocation of water in the freshwater-challenged world of today, requires strategic
consideration be given to ‘who gets how much’ – more than ever before. The various
sectors using water vie for their share and to protect ‘what they need’. Water resource
management pressures are bound to intensify as the global population increases and
climate change puts pressure on available water in the hydrological cycle of the globe
(Merrett, 2003). As the water cycle is global, the problem of allocating water as a
resource is also global.

Water management however, occurs at the catchment scale, and catchments therefore,
are the units at which localised water allocation is managed (Chapagain & Hoekstra,
2008; Turton, 2000). Before water can be managed, each catchment must be fully
assessed and monitored, producing a water balance statement (Leaman, 2005).
Leaman advises that all users, including the environment, and all physical information
about the catchment needs to be known before any decisions on allocation
management can be made. Allocation management assumes water ownership, and
treats water as a commodity that can be traded or sold, this Leaman argues is against
natural justice (Leaman, 2005). Leaman (2005) sees this failure as an issue of trust
and inadequate transparency between neighbours when considering rights to water.
1
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The right to access water must be considered a fundamental human right (Gleick,
2007). To treat water as a commodity to be traded or sold imposes the risk of those
with the greatest advantage manipulating the availability of water to those with the
least advantage. Those who can pay the highest price are those who gain access to the
water in this type of scenario. John Rawls (1971), speaking on justice and the social
contract, describes the greatest benefit to the least advantaged members of society, as
the maximin theory. The unequal distribution of resources – in this case the primary
good of water – can be considered just only when the maximum benefit is to those
who have the least of the primary good (Rawls, 1971). This can be applied to national
water distribution and to distribution within a catchment.

For all users in a catchment to have equity in water use, the scope of governance in
the allocation of water would move from local catchment decision-making, to
international advice and guidelines in applying an integrated approach to the
management of global water. In chapter 18 of the Earth Summit’s Agenda21 it is
stated that:
“Freshwater resources are an essential component of the Earth’s
hydrosphere…” and that “The general objective is to make certain that
adequate supplies of water of good quality are maintained for the entire
population of this planet” (United Nations, 1992, p. 166).
Agenda 21 provides a comprehensive national level programme for the application of
an integrated approach to the development, management and use of water resources of
a nation, while that nation maintains a global perspective (UN, 1992).

In considering the water use of a nation such as Australia, water withdrawals are
attributed to the urban or domestic sector, the industrial, agricultural and
environmental sectors. Each of these sectors return a percentage of the water used to
the environment, in different states of contamination. This must be considered in any
water management calculation. To calculate the whole of a water cycle reference to
each water catchment, inputs, outputs, required demands and environmental flow
need to be in clear view for open debate and discussion (Leaman, 2005).
Uncertainties, such as climate trends, and long-term demands by users must also be in
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the equation (Leaman, 2005) and application of a precautionary principle may be
required.

To consider all these vital aspects of water management, available water resource
plans for long term sharing of water in the catchment, and concurrent resource
operation plans, can provide the detail for the implementation of water resource
management actions (Boully et al., 2005). This can only be done through the building
of capacity in catchment communities, through participation in the process, and an
adaptive management approach. Resolving occurring conflicts through dialogue
(Boully et al., 2005), and processing uncertainties inherent in climate issues through
adaptive management governance (Ladson & Argent, 2002), allows meaningful
stakeholder participation. Not until this occurs can water catchment management and
water allocation be accountable.

However, Chapagain and Hoekstra (2008) bring to the fore the fact that water
consumption, through the international trade of commodities, does not remain within
the catchment in which the consumer resides. Their discussion on ‘virtual water’
considers the amount of water required to produce a commodity that is then exported
to another country. The question is then – can the water which is ‘virtual’, that is, not
in the actual content of the commodity consumed, but has been part of the process to
produce it – be accounted to the nation where the commodity or service is produced,
and calculated into the water balance of the catchment from where the water to
produce the commodity or service has actually come? Or should it be calculated in the
water used when considering a water footprint for the nation where the commodity or
service is consumed (Hoekstra & Chapagain, 2007)?
A definition of a water footprint is found in Hoekstra and Chapagain’s 2007 paper.
They define the water footprint of a nation as – “ the total volume of freshwater that is
used to produce the goods and services consumed by the people of the nation”
(Hoekstra & Chapagain, 2007, p. 36). The concept is further defined as the water that
is directly consumed within the domestic setting, and that water which is consumed
indirectly outside the borders of the country (within the goods consumed in a country
other than where they are produced) (Hoekstra & Chapagain, 2007). The water
footprint is a direct analogy to the concept of an ‘ecological footprint’, a concept
3
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introduced and developed by Wackernagel and Rees in the 1990s. They describe the
ecological footprint as – “ the resource consumption and waste assimilation
requirements of a defined human population or economy in terms of a corresponding
productive land area” (Wackernagel and Rees, 1996, p. 9). Where then, does the
concept of virtual water sit in the integrated mechanism for the allocation of water?
Or does it lead us directly to the marketing and trade of water as a commodity, if it is
‘virtually’ exported around the world as part of the exported goods! These
deliberations are critical to exploring and understanding the complexities inherent in
water entitlements management not only across the globe, but also in the Australian
context.

Australia has experienced over a decade of below average rainfall. Recent years have
been the hottest on record (see Figure 1). Water shortage is a critical and ongoing
issue for many communities across Australia with often-dire impacts on the
environment. Unsustainable water use patterns continue to exacerbate the problems
facing water managers.

Figure 1 Trend in mean temperature 1950 – 2007, ºC per decade. Source: Bureau of
Meteorology, cited in Department of Climate Change, Australian Government 2008, p. 4.

4
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Sustainable water use requires the water assets of this generation to be transferred to
the next in a condition that allows for continued use of the asset. Australian
governments have all ratified the National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable
Development (ESD) with one of its main objectives being the protection of intergenerational equity of the environment (Morrison, Mc Donald and Lane 2004).

Determining a sustainable yield for water is complex and “inevitably requires a tradeoff between environmental, cultural, social and economic values” (Whittington and
Liston, 2003). Questions of water ‘ownership’ and water ‘rights’, who sets
management guidelines and how are they administered, are central to the water
allocation and management debate. How are governance structures arranged and how
do Australian water allocation processes compare with international models such as
those adopted in California. Furthermore, is the Australian approach to water
allocation a success? Is it equitable? Are there failures?

2.1 Current practices in Australian water allocation
Within Australia there are three main areas that should be considered for water
allocation, these are domestic and industrial supply, agriculture, and the environment.
Furthermore, water management in Australia varies between States and Territories
and is the responsibility of those States and Territories for the management of water
(see Appendix 17.1). Total water consumption in Australia during 2004/05 was
18,767GL per year. This can be seen as a tabular breakdown in Table 1.

5
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Table 1 Characteristics of State water consumption in Australia. Source: Water Account,
Australia, 2004–05

State or Territory
ACT NSW NT QLD SA
TAS VIC WA
Water consumption in 2004–05 (GL)
Agriculture
1
4,133 47 2,916 1,020 258 3,281 535

Australia
12,191

Forestry and
fishing

<1

11

<1

3

<1

4

8

25

52

Mining

<1

63

17

83

19

16

32

183

413

Manufacturing

<1

126

6

158

55

49

114

81

589

Electricity and
gas supply

-

76

1

81

3

<1

99

13

271

Water supply

5

631

8

426

71

20

793

128

2,083

Other

17

310

30

201

52

18

262

168

1,059

House hold

31

573

31

493

144

69

405

362

2,108

Total

56

5,922

141 4,361 1365 434

4,993 1495 18,767

Forestry and fishing includes services to agriculture. Mining includes the following categories: coal
mining, oils and gas extraction, metal or mining, other mining, and services to mining (comprises
construction material mining (quarrying); mining exploration).

A water access entitlement is a perpetual or ongoing entitlement to exclusive access to
a share of water from a specified consumptive pool as defined in the relevant water
plan. The entitlement volume is the share or base volume of water associated with
water access entitlement.

According to the Australian Government’s Australian Water Resources 2005 website,
water allocation refers to the ‘specific volume of water that is allocated to water
access entitlements in a given season (Australian Government National Water
Commission, 2005). These allocations are defined according to rules established in
the relevant water plan for that state or catchment. The allocated volume is the
specific volume of water allocated to water access entitlements for the reference year.

At the moment there is an effort to establish a market-based approach to water
management in Australia by assigning a commercial value on water through a user
pays system. This system is based on traditional allocations to a property whereby
property-based water entitlements enable the taking of water from water catchments.
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Traditionally water rights were assigned as a part of a land title, but this system was
removed and replaced with a water allocation via a licence. One of the main problems
with this approach is that water is not allocated according to the size of the property
and how much that property should use in relation to the other properties within that
catchment or the environmental needs of the catchment and therefore is not geared
towards being water efficient or ecosystem sustainability.

In many areas of Australia, self-extracted water use is currently managed through the
granting of water access entitlements and water allocations. A water access
entitlement refers to an ongoing entitlement to exclusively access a share of a
particular water resource. These arrangements have resulted in water trading, whereby
water is bought, sold, leased or otherwise exchanged in both permanent and
temporary arrangements (Australian Government National Water Commission, 2005).

Section 100 of the Australian Constitution devolves the Commonwealth powers to
control water and provides legal jurisdiction for the States to manage water for
their own individual situations. However under Sections 81 and 96, the
Commonwealth can intervene in state affairs and override them by providing
financial assistance to the states, which gives the commonwealth the power to
impose conditions (McKay 2006, p. 24).

2.2 International responses to water allocation and
management
As previously stated, water scarcity, allocation, quality and ecosystem dependencies
are global issues that have commanded a diversity of responses from different nationstates. The following sections are a summary of surface and groundwater
management and allocation responses from across the globe as described by the
National Groundwater Committee (2004).
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2.2.1

Global Water Partnership IWRM Toolbox

The Global Water Partnership (GWP) has developed an integrated water
resource management toolbox (IWRM) that enhance the enabling environment
of laws, investments and policies to restructure the institutional arrangements
for water, capacity building, and water management.

2.2.2

International Association of Hydro-geologists (IAH)

The IAH network promotes and coordinates resource management activities for
the enhancement of aquifer recharge. The IAH provide a global information
sharing service through conferences, workshops, publications and a reference
database.

2.2.3

Hydrology for the Environment, Life and Policy (HELP)

The United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO) and the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) are developing
HELP as an international framework for integrated catchment management.

2.2.4

European Union Water Initiative (EUWI)

The EUWI is designed as a catalyst and a foundation for meeting development
goals for drinking water and sanitation. EUWI adopts an integrated approach to
water resource management at all levels that includes natural rivers, lakes and
groundwater basins within an overall framework.

2.2.5

South Africa

South Africa, like Australia, experiences high variability in rainfall and water
availability. In the South African White Paper on Water Policy an integrated
whole-of-water-cycle approach treats water as a common resource.

2.2.6

Nebraska, USA

Water law within Nebraska includes authorities related to integrated
management of hydrologically connected groundwater and surface water. Under
Nebraskan water laws "[h]ydrologically connected groundwater and surface
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water… needs to be managed differently from unconnected groundwater and
surface water in order to permit equity among water users and to optimize the
beneficial use of interrelated groundwater and surface water supplies’
(Nebraska Water Law 1997).

2.2.7

California, USA

The California Department of Water Resources is implementing a Conjunctive
Water Management Program that utilises a coordinated management approach
to ground and surface water resources. This approach aims to increase and
optimise water supply reliability, system flexibility and to reduce dry year
demand.

The Californian response to water management is explored in Box 1 below to provide
greater detail about the community and policy responses to water trading conditions
and intra-catchment management.

Box 1 California – a closer look…
California experienced a long period of drought between 1987 and 1992. This
situation became severe in 1991, and action became necessary in order to allow for
more efficient water distributions. In 1991 and 1992, the California state
government set up Drought Emergency Water Banks to facilitate the allocation of
water. These Banks were significant in that they were the first large water transfer
programmes in the US set up and run by a state government. The Californian
Department of Water Resources (DWR) was given the task of establishing and
operating Drought Water Banks. They served as a broker for water transfers.
Specifically, they drafted contracts for the purchase and sales of water, and
performed as the agent through which transfers passed (Howitt 1994).
Because groundwater resources are not regulated by the state, the implementation
of the Californian water market has sparked concerns that aquifers will be subject
to uncontrolled mining. The experience of the 1990’s has been marred by
geographical catchment inequalities that have been exacerbated by forced
catchment water transfers. Currently, the State only actively safeguards against
negative economic impacts on source counties when water is conveyed through
publicly owned facilities. Rural counties have attempted to protect their water
interests by implementing local restrictions on water marketing in the form of local
ordinances. To provide increased water supply and surety, surface storage has
played an important role. Precipitation patterns, timing and location of water use
does not always match the natural runoff pattern. Many Californian water agencies
rely on surface storage as a part of their water systems, and reservoirs also play an
important role in flood control and hydropower generation.
Source: California Water Plan Update, 2009: Working DRAFT (DWR, 2008).
9
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One of the concepts featured in both the Australian and Californian experiences is
conjunctive management, which is ‘the coordinated operation of surface water storage
and use, ground water storage and use, and conveyance facilities to meet water
management objectives, especially when hydraulically connected’ (DWR, 2008, p. 1).

A key problem with the current allocation and market system in Australia is that there
is no mechanism for equity or water efficiency. There is no benefit attached to
encourage water efficiencies and there is a market failure to generate equitable access
to Australia’s finite and dynamic water resources.

2.3 The Equity and Ethics of Water
As part of our humanitarian rights, all people have the right to:
“…guaranteed access to water, without discrimination, in a permanent and
sustainable manner – and at a socially and economically acceptable cost”
(UNESCO p. 383).
Market-based models of water allocation and pricing more often than not develop
policies, rules and laws around the different water use sectors, for instance one set of
rules for agriculture, another for forestry, and another for hydro-power generation
(Stringer, 1997). A case example is the Yellow River in China where water resource
management was non-existent in the early 1950’s with agricultural producers, the
main water users in the region, able to take the water for ‘free’ (Shao et al., 2008).
By the 1970’s the lower reaches of the region were drying up (Shao et al., 2008).
Such problems have been seen in river systems world-wide, for instance the cap
placed on surface water extraction from the Murray-Darling river basin in Australia
has not at any stage been considered sustainable (Kaspura, 2006). Market-based
models of water allocation and pricing are obviously framed and discussed in
economic terms hence considering but largely excluding social and environmental
repercussions (Stringer, 1997).

10
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“Letting the market decide on the price of water has been shown to be at odds with
the concept of integrated water resources management, as it will not automatically
lead to the desirable allocation and use of water by society due to all kinds of
market failures” (Vanderzaag and Savenije, 2006).

Market-based models of governance based on economic and engineering efficiencies
generally result in un-coordinated decision making, over-committing a water source
and competition between sectors for water allocation rights, rather than a harmonious
integrated approach benefiting not only the economic sectors but also the social and
environmental players (Stringer, 1997). Furthermore, traditional expertise-based
managerial decision-making often results in outcomes that do not reflect those of the
community concerned, hence leading to mistrust in governments and their processes
due to unethical and inequitable outcomes (Hill and Zammit, 2001).

2.3.1 Emergence of the new ‘sustainability’ paradigm
Policy regarding water allocation and pricing based on economic models has enabled
economic development at a rapid pace, especially agricultural production, hence
population growth has followed at a similar rate causing this natural resource to
become a commodity within the marketplace (Stringer, 1997). Due to the previous
exploitation of water, policy-makers and water governance agencies now face a range
of challenges due to the rising concerns of water scarcity (Nancarrow, 2006).

One challenge of particular concern is how we are going to share and allocate
remaining water sources (Nancarrow, 2006). This problem raises further questions
such as where are we going to source the water – surface water, ground water,
artesian water, sea water, recycled water or a mix of all (Nancarrow, 2006).
Additionally, the issue of water allocation encompasses the difficulty of providing
equity for all sectors, whilst considering and including economic, social and
environmental values (Nancarrow, 2006).

Government natural resource policymakers now acknowledge that past failures to
recognise water’s ‘real’ economic value have led to wasteful and environmentally
damaging uses (Stringer, 1997). When water is plentiful relative to demand, water
11
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policies, rules and laws are simple. As populations and economies grow however, the
ecological and social costs begin to exceed economic benefits of the largely
uncontrolled use and extraction of water resources (Stringer, 1997). Hence, water
policies, rules and laws become more complex and difficult to apply and manage
(Stringer, 1997). Hence, it is now a challenge for policy and decision makers to merge
sustainable management with economics in order to produce a policy outcome that is
equitable and includes all the diverse values of water (Nancarrow, 2006).

The emergence of the paradigm of integrated resource management in addition to the
notion of sustainability has illustrated the increasing emphasis on natural resources,
such as water, being considered a public good (UNESCO, 2000). It also highlights the
interdependencies and complexities of natural resources in addition to their economic,
social and environmental values (UNESCO, 2000).

2.3.2 Policy Development
Traditionally, agricultural, industrial and urban users have been able to take as much
water as they can afford and use it how they choose due to the fragmented nature of
bureaucracies. These independent decisions are based on the best, generally most
economically advantageous, outcomes for individual sectors (Stringer, 1997). Those
willing to pay the highest prices will therefore have access to the most water
(Stringer, 1997). Since the release of the Brundtland report in 1987 the notion of
sustainability has dominated policy development, (Stringer, 1997) thus throwing static
economic models for water allocations and pricing out the window (Kaspura, 2006).
In addition to the notion of sustainable management introduced by the Brundtland
report, Vanderzaag and Savenije (2006) argue that water is a ‘special’ good, and that
there is no substitute. Therefore, they argue, the management of water is a societal
question that should not be decided by market mechanisms alone.

Vanderzaag and Savenije (2006) further argue that water pricing should be priced to
achieve the goals of recovering the costs of providing the water. As a consequence of
this change of values within communities, people not only consider the price of water,
but also demand sustainability and social justice (Vanderzaag and Savenije, 2006).
Stringer (1997) argues that governing bodies responsible for water management are
12
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now faced with the question of how can we most appropriately allocate and price
water.

Water provides many economic, social and environmental benefits such as
commodity production, waste assimilation, environmental services, aesthetic values
and recreational uses. Water therefore, needs to be managed via an integrated
management model that considers all water uses, their benefits and the costs in the
three main areas – economic, social and environmental (Stringer, 1997). In contrast an
economic model only considers monetary characteristics (Stringer, 1997). Integrated
water resource policies however, are difficult to design and implement for the
following reasons:
•

water has important cultural and religious roles, as well as a unique role in
ecosystems – these reasons alone distinguish water from any other resource
(Stringer, 1997);

•

water management is administratively difficult as it involves environmental,
technological, economic and political considerations, in addition to depending
on the society’s ability to establish appropriate legal, regulatory and
administrative frameworks (Stringer, 1997);

•

water’s weight and mobility add to the complexities of allocation and pricing,
due to its high mass (Stringer, 1997); and

•

water allocation is complicated due to the high mobility of the resource – it
flows, evaporates and infiltrates, making extraction or property rights difficult
to determine and monitor (Stringer, 1997).

Adding to the above challenges is the subject of boundaries, there is an obvious
difference between political boundaries and catchments that highlights integrated
water management issues such as planning, allocation of costs and benefits,
administration of management plans and their enforcement (UNESCO, 2000). The
geopolitical nature of water sources – a function of both geography and technology –
results in various value sets within social, economic and political circles adding to the
difficulties of devising an appropriate management and allocation approach
(UNESCO, 2000).
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The notion of integrated management exemplifies the fact that natural resources and
their interdependencies have no boundaries and that a collaborative effort is required
in order to sustainably manage resources such as water (UNESCO, 2000).

This White Paper’s model of integrated water management seeks to address the issues
raised above via a collaborative process between the governing bodies and
community. Stringer (1997) agrees with Whittington and Liston (2003) that there
must be trade-offs between economic, environmental, social values, adding that
cultural values must also be considered in order to achieve equitable outcomes. This
White Paper endeavours to achieve such ‘trade-offs’ in a consistent, equitable and
sustainable manner through an unambiguous criterion system of decision-making and
management.

2.3.3 Management Options
“By virtue of physical unity and regardless of political divisions, a river basin should
be developed and managed as an indivisible whole” (UNESCO, 2000, p. 377).
Although this approach seems straightforward, politics, culture and history distort it
becoming a reality (UNESCO, 2000). Furthermore, the ideal management of water
resource allocation should entail a system where water allocation rights are well
defined, enforced, transferable and users pay full price for water use (Stringer, 1997).
Such a system requires security, flexibility and certainty (Stringer, 1997).

With the evolution of this integrated water management paradigm, has come the
realization that water models are non-linear, and are in fact far more complicated and
open to many variables than previously thought. The focus of water management has
thus moved somewhat from a reactive approach to being pro-active in regards to
water security and allocation management (UNESCO, 2000).

Due to water management being interdependent on many variables such as politics,
economics, social structures, land use and environmental conditions, water
management and policies need to be complex in order to incorporate all the values of
this natural resource and provide equitable outcomes (UNESCO, 2000). This style of
water management seeks to address competing and conflicting uses of water and
14
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reinforce the importance of community capacity building via public participation
(UNESCO). The many complexities and competing interests and/or values regarding
water management and allocation can cause either conflict or coordination
(UNESCO, 2000).

The principles of integrated natural resource management as described by the United
Nations Educational, attempts to ensure that:
“[i]t favours the development of contingency preparedness for continuous
changes, building resilience into vulnerable systems, the ability to cope
realistically with the challenges of upstream/downstream interdependencies,
long-term planning and diversity and flexibility in thinking and in practice.
Such a combination of management would be based on regional cooperation
principles, focusing on river basins and aquifer systems, with an emphasis on
ecosystemic and social needs. It would focus on functionally interrelated
natural resource problems, reduce the potential points of friction and stress in
advance and eliminate conflicting demands through risk management and
vulnerability assessment” (UNESCO, 2000, p. 396).
The model of integrated water management proposed in this White Paper seeks to
follow the above principles described by UNESCO with a major focus on community
participation and awareness. Additionally, the integrated water entitlement and
management model described in this White Paper provides the tools required for a
collaborative approach from the national level of policy development and through all
the various layers including the public who may or may not have vested interest in
water entitlements and management.

2.3.4 Public Participation
Efforts to implement integrated water management strategies are met with various
challenges such as changes in values, structural changes in society and environmental
changes – such as climate change (UNESCO, 2000). Natural resource planning and
management at the regional, catchment and landscape level implies there is
simultaneous use of natural resources for different social, economic and
environmental objectives (Hill and Zammit, 2001). The emerging paradigm of
integrated, equitable and inclusive water management within the global society seeks
to address the previously mentioned concerns, amongst many others, within the
framework of sustainability.
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Involving the community in the decision-making process meets ethical and moral
obligations and enables a more accurate reflection of community held values
regarding their natural resources (Hill and Zammit, 2001). Additionally, public
participation in natural resource management is in line with sustainable development,
a goal that Australian governments are seeking to achieve (Hill and Zammit, 2001).
Over recent years public consultation and participation has become a statutory
requirement for natural resource management as governments have come to realise
they no longer have exclusive political jurisdiction over the natural and built
environment (Hill and Zammit, 2001).

Traditional methods of community engagement have generally failed to convey the
issues and values of the community accurately and have at times resulted in
community concern and opposition to resource management recommendations
proposed by governing bodies (Hill and Zammit, 2001).

As used in the Condamine-Balonne Water Allocation Management Planning process
regarding the upper reaches of the Murray-Darling Basin in Southern Queensland
(Hill and Zammit, 2001), the integrated water entitlement and management model
featured in this White Paper seeks to employ the use of stylised Citizen Advisory
Committees as a means for public participation. The purpose of such committee is to
provide two-way communication between the stakeholders and the governing body to
ensure that opinions and values of stakeholders are known to the decision-makers,
thus enabling an accurate reflection of the community’s values for the resource in
question.

The benefits of community participation include the ability to communicate
community values and opinions to the governing body for consideration; an ability to
educate the community regarding proposed actions which often increases community
acceptance; a reduction in the time required for consultation; and the empowerment of
the community in the decision-making process (Hill and Zammit, 2001).
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Although a statutory body may pass a particular plan or policy Australian
stakeholder(s) and/or group(s) are still able to oppose and essentially over-turn the
decisions made by the governing body through the courts and the democratic political
system (Hill and Zammit, 2001).

Although equity is a common goal within natural resource planning processes,
methods to achieve it have not been adequately defined. Achieving equity is left to
planners, consultants or governing bodies who have some expertise and experience to
facilitate such processes (Hill and Zammit, 2001). With such a diversity of
perceptions, how can the global community define equity?

Rawls (1971, p. 226) suggests…
“Conceptions of justice are to be ranked by their acceptability to persons so
circumstanced…we have to ascertain which principles it would be rational to
adopt given the contractual situation. This connects the theory of justice with
the theory of rational choice”.
In order to understand what ‘rational choices’ are available, an understanding of water
systems and their social, economic and ecological values is critical. The integrated
water entitlement and management model described in this White Paper provides a
mechanism for making such rational decisions.

3 Scope of Application
Water is an extremely valuable, dynamic and versatile substance, and is a vital
ingredient for the perpetuity of all biotic systems. Organisms require vast amounts of
water to absorb and cycle nutrients, dilute wastes, and to maintain cellular rigidity
(Starr, 2003). Our lives are crafted and infused with water, our bodies comprise of
approximately 70% water as do plants and animals (Christopherson, 2006).

Water is essential for the health and productivity of our ecosystems and is the
sustenance of the most basic economy (Leaman, 2007). Christopherson (2006) argues
that water is responsible for our existence and is therefore the most critical resource
provided by the natural environment, it is the essential resource for life.
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Water exhibits a plethora of instrumental, intrinsic and inherent values (Randolph,
2004). It is utilised for basic necessities including hydration, cooking, washing,
sanitation, and waste assimilation. People extract aesthetic and recreational pleasure
from water, simply from watering gardens, visiting tranquil coastlines or roaring
waterfalls, and skiing down snow covered mountains. Many water catchments hold
significant cultural value for different religious and spiritual groups, places such as
the Ganges River in India holds enormous religious value for Hindus. Civilizations
rise where water supply is plentiful and collapse when supply has failed (Diamond,
2005).

As previously mentioned, water sustains the most basic economy (Leaman, 2007).
The advent of domestic agriculture would not have been possible without access to
abundant water resources. Many industrial processes that stabilise economies would
not be possible without water (Christopherson, 2006). Water is also essential to the
health and prosperity of our ecosystems from which economic benefits derive and
healthy catchments are vital for nutrient and mineral cycles, pollution breakdown and
absorption, and the vigour of native flora and fauna (DEST, 1996).

Fortunately, water is a renewable resource – continually being cycled and recycled
through the environment (Christopherson, 2006). Freshwater suitable for human
utilisation however, is by no means abundant. As the global population continues to
grow rapidly, the strain on the Earths freshwater supplies become increasingly evident
(Leaman, 2007). Although the Earth has an enormous water supply, occupying
approximately 70% of the globe in the form of oceans, rivers and glaciers, only 1-3%
is adequate for human consumption and utilisation (Keinath, 1991).

Many assumptions are made regarding the quality and quantity of the Earth’s water
supply and how to both retain existing water resources and to improve the quality of
the resource. Leaman (2007) insists that a delusion exists amongst society that water
is free, voluminous, and we neither have to conserve, respect or use it efficiently.
Consequently humans utilise water in ignorance of the water cycle and the water
budget of their locale through commonplace overexploitation of water catchments.
As such, approximately 1.1 billion people lack adequate freshwater supplies on a
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global scale. People in 80 countries are confronted with impending water shortages,
of both quality and quantity, and as a result, approximately 2.4 billion people face
inadequate sanitation facilities (Christopherson, 2006).

The absence of coherence between fact and fiction regarding water can be contributed
to the lack of societal education, understanding and an appropriate management of
water resources both spatially and temporally.

As the global economy evolves into an economy dominated by commodity trade and
increased levels of consumption, water management requires a paradigm change to
supplement the growing demand of freshwater resources. Climate change, increased
population, water intensive commodities and globalised water markets result in a
water use equation that equals disaster (Vorosmarty, Green, Salisbury & Lammers,
2000). Fundamental changes in water resource management and the way water
resources are governed are required to enable the sustainable and equitable
distribution and use of the world’s water resources. At the core of this thinking should
be an understanding of the water cycle in order to develop a clear picture of how our
actions impact the natural cycles and balance of water.

3.1.1 The Water Cycle
Water is omnipresent throughout the environment. Currents of water, water vapour,
and ice are distributed across the Earth’s surface charged by solar energy, circulating
in a global system (Christopherson, 2006). Together, the circulating system creates
the water cycle. The system is responsible for transferring water in its various forms
throughout the Earth’s atmosphere, lithosphere and biosphere, impacting a vast
amount of natural systems including the Earth’s climate on the way (Starr, 2003). The
two core processes in the water cycle are evaporation, the gradual loss of water to the
atmosphere from an uncovered water source, and precipitation, the moisture supply or
return to a given area (Heffernan & Miller, 2003; Christopherson, 2006).

Approximately 86% of all evaporation occurs out of the ocean (the largest water
reservoir), with the remaining 14% of evaporation attributed to the terrestrial water
reservoirs, which include transpiration, the net movement of water through plants
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(Christopherson, 2006). The evaporated water then contributes to cloud formation in
the atmosphere where the water vapour is transferred across the Earth’s surface and
falls as either rain or snow or other minor forms of precipitation. Precipitation also
influences the corridors of run-off, surface and subsurface flow, and the magnitude of
flows (Smithson, Addison and Atkinson, 2008). The atmosphere, surface water, and
subsurface or underground water components are dynamically linked by the
interconnected processes of evapo-transpiration, precipitation, run-off, infiltration and
seepage (Leaman, 2007). Plants play a significant role in water transferral between
each section, whilst infiltration and seepage (water movement from surface to
subsurface) are a vital link between the groundwater storage systems and the surface
flow (Leaman, 2007).

Figure 2 Catchment scale hydrological cycle. Source: Connected Water, 2008.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic components of the water cycle. Evaporation occurs from
both the ocean and terrestrial sources, where it is converted into precipitation.
Precipitation then falls accordingly, where both the surface and subsurface water
sources interconnect with each other, whereby the water eventually discharges back to
the ocean or terrestrial storage reservoirs.
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Ground water reservoirs and storage systems account for the majority of the potable
fresh water supply, after glaciers and ice caps, forming the crucial driving force of
surface water systems (Leaman, 2007). Table 2 indicates the distribution of water on
Earth, estimations are in cubic kilometres, and the percentage is of useable freshwater.

Table 2 Distribution of the Earth's freshwater resources. Adapted from Leaman, 2007, p. 6.

Distribution Location

km3

%

Ice

27,800,000

77.23

Groundwater

8,200,000

22.20

Soil Moisture

61,200

0.017

Lakes

126,100

0.035

Rivers

3,600

0.01

Atmosphere

13,000

0.04

Rivers, lakes and atmospheric storage of water is relatively marginal in comparison to
groundwater supplies. Ice caps and glaciers remain the largest reservoirs of fresh
useable water; however accessibility is restricted and difficult. Water is in constant
circulation between each of the locations and is highly sensitive to disruption within
the system. Terrestrial ecosystems and the water cycle have a symbiotic relationship,
plants stabilise the soil structure and absorb dissolved minerals from water whilst
preventing soil erosion and runoff from heavy precipitation (Starr, 2003). Many
changes in land use have affected the water cycle – including broad acre agriculture
and land conversion, as well as large industrial processes and urbanisation.

Mismanagement of water catchments tends to lead to a number of problems. Dramatic
alteration of a catchment, such as native vegetation clearance in and around riparian
zones, impacts the long-term quantity and quality of the water flow, potentially
restricting future plant growth along the catchment (Leaman, 2007). Increases in the
subsurface water table due to the removal of deep rooted plants, enables salinity to
encroach within the systems, which is an enormous threat to the viability of water
catchments and quality of water supply.
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Due to the inherent variability of the hydrological cycle however, water is not always
naturally available when and where it is wanted. As a result, humans alter surface and
groundwater supplies to suit their own needs by drilling wells, damming and diverting
river systems and constructing large storage reservoirs (Christopherson, 2006). Such
activities can be broadly defined as forming part of water resource management. It is
the notion of ‘sustainable’ water resource management that is essential to the future of
equitable water appropriation and distribution.

3.1.2 Water Usage in Australia
Australia’s water availability has always been spatially and temporally affected, due
to Australia’s variable climatic conditions and patterns, and has the potential to
become even more erratic in the future (Beeton et al., 2006). Recent droughts have
reduced a number of key water supplies, data suggests however, that this has been
apparent for a number of decades and some regions such as Western Australia are
reaching a critical point of decline (Beeton et al., 2006). Regardless of Australia’s
available water supply, demand for freshwater has increased, correlating with
growing global demand of water-intensive commodities and increased population
growth that is placing enormous pressure on the environment (Leaman, 2007).

Australian water usage is dominated by agricultural production accounting for
approximately 67% of the total water appropriated in 2000/01, which indicates a
slight decrease in usage compared to the 1996/97 value of 70% (Leaman, 2007;
Beeton et al., 2006). Industrial consumption including mining and manufacturing, as
well as urban consumption account for only 9% of the total water appropriation in
2001/01, which indicates an increase from 1996/97 (Beeton et al., 2006).

If Australia’s increasing consumption of water is to continue then the gaps between
supply and demand need to be addressed (Beeton et al., 2006). The majority of the
water obtained for usage within Australia’s water dependent sectors is taken from
surface water systems, mainly rivers and streams and held in storage areas (Leaman,
2007). As water continues to be extracted beyond its regenerative capacity, there is
increasing pressure to reuse and recycle waste water, and increase water efficiency in
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order to compensate the deficit. As such, the notion of grey water (previously used
water), is gaining prominence as a complimentary water source (Beeton et al., 2006).

Generally, each unique water catchment features a number of users and as such,
allocation, distribution and governance of the catchment and peripheral water supplies
become difficult. Leaman (2007) argues that it is important to acknowledge the
capacity and limits of a specific catchment before allocation is divided. A critical
limit of the catchment that needs to be factored into the equation is the base flow
amount, or the minimal volume of water necessary for the environment, other
variables such as domestic, industrial and agricultural uses can then be determined for
a given catchment (Leaman, 2007). Leaman (2007) suggests that a values system
should be established in order to distribute water evenly across all sectors. Such a
system would enable domestic and urban supply to take precedence, then other valued
areas including industrial, agriculture and power generation to comprise the latter
allocations (Leaman, 2007).

As mentioned in Section 2, Hoekstra and Chapagain (2005) have developed the
concept of Water Footprinting as a consumption-based mechanism to understand the
relationship between water usage and consumption within sectors, products and
regions. The water footprinting concept is an analogy of the ecological footprint
analysis introduced by Rees and Wackernagel (1996); however there are subtle but
significant differences. The ecological footprint indicator is a measurement of human
appropriation of Earth’s resources against the actual carrying capacity and
regenerative capacity of the natural environment, usually illustrated in a unit area
figure per capita (Hoekstra, 2007). Conversely, the water footprint relates to the links
involved between human consumption and water use between global trade and water
resource management (Hoekstra, 2007). The ecological footprint is by far a more
comprehensive analysis tool because it calculates every input that is related to human
consumption, whereas the water footprint only calculates the amount of water that has
been used to produce a certain product or service (Chapagain & Hoekstra, 2007).

An alternative to water catchment management is water governance (Verkerk et al.,
2008). Verkerk et al (2008) describe water governance as the way in which people
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appropriate, utilise and maintain water resources. They outline the importance of
institutional arrangements in order to reach a degree of responsibility across the
various sectors including social equity, economic efficiency and ecological
sustainability, aligning good water management with sustainability targets (Verkerk et
al., 2008). Verkerk et al. (2008) also signify that achieving good water governance is
implicitly a global challenge whilst catchment management is inherently a local or
regional issue. Policy mechanisms therefore, need to be universal in their outcomes,
transparent, and inevitably achievable at a local level if water governance is to
succeed. Future water allocation frameworks must therefore espouse an integrated,
equitable and logical premise for sustainable water use and distribution.

4 Framework for Integrated Water Allocation
In Australia each year rainfall supplies approximately 3.7 million gigalitres (GL) into
the land catchment areas. Of this approximately 89% (or 3.29 million GL) evaporates
or is returned to the atmosphere by plant evapo-transpiration. Of the remaining 11%,
350,000GL (or 9%) runs into streams, rivers and storages whilst 65,000 GL (or 2%)
drains into groundwater aquifers (DAFF, 2008 p. 17). Each year Australia utilises less
than 19,000GL of water and of this 65% is currently used for agriculture. According
to the Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF), 75% of the
agricultural water use is extracted from surface water and 25% from groundwater
sources (DAFF, 2008, p. 21).

In terms of water utilised, Australia uses approximately 4.5% of the total water
available (~ 3.5% agriculture & 1% other uses) and less than 0.5% of the water that
falls to the ground. Yet, in many areas of the country water is over-allocated to the
extent that ecosystems are dying (Flannery, 2005; Roberts, 2005, p. 55). The result is
that, even in a country where there is an abundance of water resources, water is
beginning to become a scarce commodity in areas where it is needed the most. There
is however, further potential for this dilemma to be extended. Even though Australia
extracts 18,767GL of water annually, the current allocation system has issued permits
that allow 29,831GL to be extracted. Over-allocation at this scale poses a serious
threat to many of Australia’s most utilised and often most vulnerable water systems
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(AWR, 2005). This trend is not unique to Australia. It is occurring throughout the
globe with four out of every ten persons being affected by water scarcity (WHO,
2008).

One of the main reasons for this is that in the past, policies have sought to address the
supply side of water use management (regulating volumes of water which can be
extracted by pricing and/or licensing mechanisms). Until the present time there has
not been a need to address the demand side of the equation because water has been
viewed as having low value and as being plentiful. In many cases the only costs
incurred in its use are basic transaction costs. This situation has resulted in a lack of
incentive for increasing the efficiency of water use because it is viewed as a minor
input in comparison to its marginal production gains. The result has been an overuse
of available water and the establishment of industries and high use production
systems in unsuitable areas that now require almost the entire water budget to keep
such water-reliant enterprises afloat. So rather than using 4.5% of the available water
with the balance flowing through as environmental flow, water systems in some areas
are drawn beyond their capacity.

The most pressing example of this is in the Murray Darling Basin (MDB) which
receives only 6.8% of Australia’s runoff water – yet this is an amount corresponding
to over 50% of Australia’s water use. Over-allocation in the MDB has led to the
current crisis for the downstream catchments.

One proposal to reverse water scarcity is to use the common market as an effective
means to control ‘use’. By attaching value to the commodity, it is argued that water
can then be traded on the market in order to find its optimum price and useage.
However, even in the States and Territories where this has been implemented
inefficient use in unsustainable locations continues (Connected Water, 2008a).

Attaching a price to water does not in itself solve the problem of scarcity. Rather it
brings with it a host of ethical and equity issues as discussed previously in Section
2.3. This is because the person who can afford to pay will acquire the water, not
because they are efficient with it (although cost would affect efficiency somewhat),
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but because it is within their financial capacity to do so. Under a supply side pricing
system, unsustainable volumes of water would still be draw from the MDB regardless
of the cost as the local commodity prices are driven by production from these areas.
Therefore, unless demand for water intensive products grown in areas where water is
scarce decreases, and the volumes of water required for production are reduced,
scarcity of water in these areas will continue.

This problem is exacerbated by licence allocation systems. Licence allocations are
often perpetual and not directly linked to land holdings sizes or uses. Regulatory
bodies have little power to ensure environmental flows or adjust water abstractions
equitably and have no say on how or even where the water is used. This is made
possible because, where trading of water allocations is permitted, an upper catchment
user is able to purchase the water allocation from one or many downstream users.
This leaves the way open for abstractions to occur which decrease environmental
flows to a degree that threatens riverine ecosystems and groundwater aquifers
(Connected Water, 2008b). Furthermore, allocation systems are often influenced
politically by powerful landholders or lobby groups and the environment, more often
than not, takes second place to the macro-economics of production and employment
whilst very little value is placed on water use efficiency.

Chapter 18 of the United Nations Agenda 21 identifies seven targeted areas for
freshwater resource management (see Box 2). Agenda 21 stresses that the
“fragmentation of responsibilities for water resources development among sectoral
agencies” has become increasingly difficult and that “[e]ffective implementation and
coordination mechanisms are required (UN, 1992, 18.6.).

Box 2 Agenda 21; Programme Areas – Freshwater
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Integrated water resources development and management;
Water resources assessment;
Protection of water resources, water quality and aquatic ecosystems;
Drinking-water supply and sanitation;
Water and sustainable urban development;
Water for sustainable food production and rural development;
Impacts of climate change on water resources.

Source: United Nations, 1992, p. 167.
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It is therefore proposed that applying the principals of Integrated Management to the
issues surrounding water is a positive mechanism for managing both an abundance
and scarcity of water resources.

4.1.1 What is Integrated Water Management
Integrated Water Management is:
"a process that promotes the coordinated development and management of
water, land and related resources, in order to maximise the resultant
economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising
the sustainability of vital ecosystems" (GWP, 2000).
It can be seen from this definition that Integrated Water Management (IWM) is able
to encompass a much broader perspective as to who has the right to use, where they
use and how they use water. It accounts for not only economic factors, but also social
and environmental factors. The objectives of IWM are clearly articulated by four
guiding principals as established under Agenda 21’s Integrated Water Resource
Management objectives (see Box 3 below).

Box 3 Agenda 21: Integrated Water Resource Management
Principal Objectives
18.9. Integrated water resources management, including the integration of landand water-related aspects, should be carried out at the level of the catchment basin
or sub-basin. Four principal objectives should be pursued, as follows:
(a) To promote a dynamic, interactive, iterative and multisectoral approach to
water resources management, including the identification and protection of
potential sources of freshwater supply, that integrates technological, socioeconomic, environmental and human health considerations;
(b) To plan for the sustainable and rational utilization, protection, conservation
and management of water resources based on community needs and priorities
within the framework of national economic development policy;
(c) To design, implement and evaluate projects and programmes that are both
economically efficient and socially appropriate within clearly defined strategies,
based on an approach of full public participation, including that of women, youth,
indigenous people and local communities in water management policy-making and
decision-making;
(d) To identify and strengthen or develop, as required, in particular in developing
countries, the appropriate institutional, legal and financial mechanisms to ensure
that water policy and its implementation are a catalyst for sustainable social
progress and economic growth.
Source: United Nations, 1992.
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From the above definition it can be reasoned that Integrated Water Management is not
restricted to supply side market or regulatory tools, although these could be
components of a prospective model. Opportunity exists to incorporate other tools such
as systematic incentives, demand side market leverage and adaptive management
policies to achieve required outcomes.

4.1.2 Water Management & Allocation options
Due to the inherent integrated nature of water management and allocation, a number
of management tools and allocation options are available, these include:
•

Public (administrative) water allocation
o Municipal level management (public allocation)
o State level management (public allocation)
o Federal level management (centralised allocation such as proposed by
the Howard Government for the MDB);

•

Total Water Accounting (conjunctive);

•

Linking of Water Management Plans;

•

One (or compatible) licensing systems to allow trading;

•

Coordinated Embargoes;

•

Tiered access conditions;

•

Triggers or Thresholds;

•

Catchment Authority level management;

•

Value-based management (including markets);

•

Marginal cost pricing;

•

Water markets (water as a tradable commodity);

•

Community level management;

•

User-based allocation;

•

Water Banking;

•

Water Interception; and

•

Land Use.

(Appendix 17.1 provides a detailed explanation of the above allocation options.)
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All of the above mechanisms can and have been used in some format to manage or
allocate water. Any number of these options or their components can be amalgamated
into an IWM model. The difficulty though is to determine which options are most
suited to a holistic or Triple Bottom Line (TBL) approach similar to that set out in the
principals of Agenda 21: Ch 18. Most have their own ethical or equity challenges and
the dynamic nature of the physical and socio-political environment means that models
are not easily transferable. Nonetheless, this highlights the need to develop truly
Integrated Water Management models.

4.1.3 Integrated Water Management Models
As water becomes continually scarce, the utility of the resource from a socioeconomic and environmental perspective will likewise become increasingly valued
and protected. As a result, a number of scenarios for the future of water management
could be played out. At opposite ends of the scenarios spectrum are two philosophical
positions that are emerging in countries throughout the globe where water-use and
scarcity is creating tension. The first of these is the water hegemony, where water
allocation is determined by those who have the most power, be it ownership,
authority, spatial or military (Turton, 1999; Selby, 2005). The other side of this is
where water is seen as a ‘common good’ that everyone has a right of access to and
everyone has an understanding of its value as well as the need to protect it (Calzolaio,
2008).

Integrated Water Management models are more closely associated with the latter,
however due to complexities of geo-politics, entrenched perspectives of ownership
and spatial/temporal factors (see Box 4), it is difficult to find models that are
transferable. It could well be the case that this is due to integrated systems often being
based around the principle of adaptive management and therefore unique to each
location where they have been implemented.

This White Paper proposes that it is possible to construct a model which is not only
transferable, but that addresses both the supply side and demand side imperatives of
water allocation. In order not to appear ‘idealistic’, the model has been constructed
against the criteria outlined by the Australian Government’s National Water
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Commission (see Box 5). This White Paper therefore, proposes and describes an
integrated water entitlement and management model called ‘H2O20’.

Box 4 Multi-faceted water allocation complexities
Water has several distinguishing features that can define a role for public action:
1. Large, lumpy capital requirements and economies of scale in water infrastructure tend to create
natural monopolies, warranting regulation to prevent overpricing. Moreover, many water
investments produce joint products, such as recreation, electric power, flood control, and
irrigation, which make pricing and allocation decisions difficult.
2. The large size and extremely long time horizons of some investments, given underdeveloped
capital markets and the potential for political interference in many water infrastructure
investments, reduce incentives for private investments in the sector.
3. The uses of water within a river basin or aquifer are interdependent. Withdrawals in one part of
the basin reduce the availability of water for other users; groundwater pumping by one user
may lower the water table and increase pumping costs for all users; and pollution by one user
affects others in the basin, especially those located downstream. These interdependencies
suggest that having all users agree to the rules of the game – or lacking that, imposing
government regulations, taxes, or both – could improve the social value of water resources.
4. Certain aspects of water activities, such as the control of floods and waterborne diseases, are
(local) public goods, which cannot easily be charged for on the basis of individual use. In such
cases, public initiative may be required to ensure that levels of investment are appropriate.
5. Water resources are often developed because of their strategic importance for national security
and for regional development. Governments thus typically maintain ownership of water
thorough fares providing services such as the coast guard and traffic regulation. Some regions
are subject to periodic droughts. Because water is essential to sustaining life, governments may
take control of water.
Source: World Bank, 1993.

The H2O20 model is based on the precautionary principle (Beder, 2006) and supports
the paradigm that water should be viewed as a common good, and therefore, the use
of water is not and should not be devalued through its use by others.

It is also based on the fundamental principle that everyone has the right to access
water. However, inefficient use of water must be tempered by attributing value to the
resource. This can be achieved by applying the principle of ‘willingness to pay’ for
the amount of water which is used, whilst at the same time providing incentives for
the efficient use of the resource.

This approach gives priority firstly to environmental flows in order to maintain viable
and sustainable eco-systems, secondly to the supply for domestic/urban needs, and
finally to the requirements of industrial and agricultural users. It is therefore proposed
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that the outcome of implementing the H2O20 model will make the utility of water
profitable, ethical and equitable.

Box 5 Environmental water management and water reform
The National Water Initiative (NWI) requires the identification of specific
environmental outcomes for water systems in each jurisdiction. It also calls for the
implementation of management practices and institutional arrangements that will
achieve those outcomes. These practices and arrangements include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

establishing environmental water managers and giving them the necessary
authority and resources to provide sufficient water at the right times and
places
allowing environmental water managers to trade water
ensuring that environmental water management is cost-effective and that
the new environmental water managers are fully accountable for their work
managing environmental aspects of interconnected groundwater and
surface water systems jointly where necessary
delivering environmental water across state boundaries where required
making special arrangements for high conservation value rivers, reaches
and groundwater areas
conducting periodic independent audits of environmental achievements and
publicly reporting the results.

Source: National Water Commission, 2008.

The H2O20 model is innovative in its approach inasmuch as it seeks to create leverage
through both economic mechanisms (supply side) and marketing mechanisms
(demand side). It is based on the precept that values and attitudes toward water are
undergoing change and that water is increasingly seen as a ‘public good’ and is
driving changes in the concept of ‘ownership of water’. Under the H2O20 model, a
person may not own the water but they can own the instrument by which the water is
contained or diverted and they have the right to charge a service fee for others to
‘access’ any water that an entitlement permits them to contain or divert. This service
fee or charge may be based on the volume of water other parties wish to access,
however, they do not pay for or take ownership of the water, just the right of access.
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4.1.4 The H2O20 integrated water entitlement and management
model
All water resources are owned by the State unless that resource is intercepted prior to
reaching the ground. To manage the allocation and use of this limited water resource,
the State will establish a statutory Regional Water Catchment Authority (RWCA) in
each region, supported by Catchment Advisory Committees (CAC) comprising
representatives from each catchment within that region with the possibility of
Tributary Catchment Advisory Committees (TCAC) for large catchment systems.

The RWCA membership is through a nomination process with members elected by
the regional community and comprised of:

1 x Hydrologist
1 x Economic development representative
1 x Environmental representative
1 x Social justice representative
1 x Departmental representative (appointed by Government)
1 x Local Government representative (appointed Local Government bodies)
1 x Independent facilitator (appointed by the elected members, voting rights
only when voting is tied)
Nominees must have relevant experience to support their nomination.

Decision-making through deliberative processes and based on consensus within
timeframes (majority voting when consensus cannot be achieved) will be used. The
RWCA is able to seek expert advice and has sufficient funds to do so, provided in part
by water revenues, Local Government Authorities and the State Government. The
RWCA, through Memorandums of Understanding (MoU) with relevant government
bodies, is able to recommend enforcement and compliance of its decisions and
findings to those bodies. Objections and appeals will be through relevant government
bodies and an arbitrator if required, as well as through the legal system.

RWCA meetings will be administered in a similar manner to Local Council meetings
to provide transparency but with public input limited. The role of the RWCA is to
oversee all regional water management issues and to deliberate on and decide on
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issues put before it by CACs. The RWCA will have the capacity and funding to
appoint permanent full time support staff that will also provide support to CACs.

CACs will be comprised of local catchment representatives. CAC membership will
consist of representative water use and entitlement stakeholders and will be based on
a cross section of industry/sector/community cohorts and representation for the
environment. Membership of a CAC will be through self-nomination and approval by
the RWCA.

CAC meetings will be open to the public with adequate opportunity for public
participation.

Where catchment areas cross Federal borders an independent RWCA and/or CAC
will be formed in each jurisdiction but will coalesce with the corresponding bodies on
management issues. If the model were adopted globally such coalitions would be
overseen by a joint OECD/UN or equivalent international committee.

5 Instruments
The primary purpose of the H2O20 model is to provide a system of incentives and
instruments that will encourage water users to make production decisions based on
the efficient use of water. Its purpose is to try and leverage supply and demand side
mechanisms so that water users will benefit from producing efficient products, in the
most efficient locations, at the most efficient times, using the most efficient systems
in respect to water. The following is a summary of the main instruments used in this
scheme.

5.1 Efficiency Incentives
Efficiency incentives aim to promote a proactive step in water resource management
across the various stakeholders. Rather than having a uniquely authoritarian scheme
of managing water distribution and pricing allocation amongst catchment users,
efficiency incentives encourages water users to utilise their water provisions as
effectively and efficiently as possible. Essentially, efficiency incentives enable water
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users to gain a competitive advantage in their respective industries, by adopting water
management ‘best’ practices, inevitably reducing the burden of attaining water.

5.1.1 Water Efficiency Rating (WER)
The central instrument for achieving water efficiency in production management is
the Water Efficiency Rating (WER). The WER not only leverages efficient use of
water but it also has a built in mechanism which provides incentives to management
and production strategies that take into account land capability, location, variations in
water availability, and product/crop suitability.

Under the rating system all water used in production is taken into account (see
Section 6 Reporting and Compliance/Accounting). The WER is inclusive of all water
extractions, harvested water, and any water entitlements that are traded as an input.
The sum of the above water inputs will then be balanced against the efficiency of
outputs. Outputs will include any entitlement traded as output, unused entitlements
which are relinquished to the RWCA, and the yield of the crop produced (see Section
9 Allocation Tools).

Once all input and output production factors have been accounted for, a calculation
will produce the users WER. The WER is then adjusted monthly through either
productivity forecasting or retrospectively through calculating actual productivity and
efficiency measures. A full audited account will be produced annually to confirm that
the user’s WER has been accurately assessed throughout the year.

A primary incentive of the scheme is that users with a high WER will pay less for
access to water than users with a low WER. Therefore by putting in place
management systems that improve water efficiency, the user will receive a direct net
gain in the form of lower per unit pricing for water. This mechanism also induces
other incentives within the scheme.

Other incentives in the scheme are based around the concept that, water efficiency
which is embedded in the producers final product (as represented by its WER), will be
passed on through the supply chain. As a producer/processor/manufacturer purchases
inputs for production, they come with the suppliers WER attributed to the product.
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When the final product is sold it will have its own WER expressed as a Water Droplet
Rating (WDR). The final product WDR will be an accumulation of the WER of all
the inputs, combined with the producers WER (see Figure 3).

Input 4
WER=9

Input 2
WER=7.5

Input 5
WER=8
Input 3
WER=3.5

Internal
WER=6

Input 1
WER=4

Input 6
WER=7.5
Output

Final Product
WER=6.5

Figure 3 Water Droplet Rating

This mechanism has a number of advantages. Firstly it gives a producer with a high
WER a competitive advantage over other producers with lower WERs because
prospective customers and processors will be seeking products with high Water
Efficiency Ratings. It also allows a producer a degree of power in price negotiations
with customers and processors. Customers who are water conscious will have a
preference for products with a high WER/WDR.

If processors are able to source inputs with high WERs then their final product will
likely also have a high WER. This not only provides a marketing advantage but will
also work toward enhancing the firms overall WER, thus resulting in receiving a
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reduced rate per unit for any future water inputs. The WER/WDR therefore, becomes
a tool for creating greater water efficiency through all production processes.

5.1.2 Infrastructure Assistance Incentives
Studies done by Land & Water Australia (LWA) have concluded that in the long term
capital investment in a number of different mechanisms to improve water use
efficiency (WUE) is financially viable (LWA, 2006). Therefore the H2O20 model will
also have in place a mechanism to facilitate jointly funded capital investment and
infrastructure programmes that improve water efficiency. This will mean that those
who pay the highest price for their water access will have the highest priority to avail
themselves of the opportunity to improve their WER which then results in reduced
individual costs and greater water efficiency within the catchment. This facility will
be available to all users and be administered under set guidelines on a case-to-case
basis by the relevant RWCA.

5.1.3 Blunt Instruments
As outlined above, the main instrument for inefficiency will be a higher cost per unit
of water. If a landholder has no use for their water entitlement and does not wish to
participate in transactions allowable under the scheme, then they may opt out by
relinquishing their entitlement to the RWCA. No penalties will be applied.

If the user does not opt out and the afore-mentioned incentives fail to achieve an
appropriate degree of compliance, a number of alternative responses will be available.
These will range from the discounting of entitlements and/or statutory enforcement of
administrative fines through to civil and criminal penalties for water theft and
dishonest conduct. Penalties shall match the seriousness of the infringement and will
be carried out under due process by the relevant authority.

Tampering with water meters and data gathering instruments will be deemed a
criminal act under new legislation. Water extractions using un-metered devices will
be viewed as water theft and be prosecuted accordingly. If the meter is installed in a
manner that does not comply with the relevant requirements, the user will be required
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to modify the installation at their own expense, and a warning will be issued. A
demerit point warning system will be linked to the unit pricing system. Fines will be
issued to repeat offenders for non-compliance to the objectives of the scheme.

In cases where non-compliant extractions are deemed necessary due to emergency,
meter/data instrument malfunction, pump failure, fire fighting, or other extra-ordinary
events, an Emergency Hotline and Web Registry will be available to report any such
activity. This will then be investigated by the relevant RWAC and if deemed
appropriate the extractions will be overlooked or the users WER will default to their
calculated average WER until the faulty infrastructure is remediated or the issue is
resolved. If the investigation deems that the extractions were inappropriate then
penalties will apply.

6 Reporting and compliance/accounting
Under this scheme the reporting of relevant data is pivotal in achieving successful
Integrated Water Management. Therefore a strong reporting, compliance and
accounting system is needed. It is proposed that much of the monitoring for the
scheme will be by remote sensing technology. This makes reporting easier for
managers as relevant data will be collected and collated automatically. Monitoring
and reporting requirements at all levels are important to the success of the scheme and
can also be a potentially valuable tool which can add to the viability and profitability
of production systems (see Box 6).

Box 6 Reporting “is the reality check for managers”.
Reporting requires reviews on a regular basis to:
i.
identify any emerging management issues that may need addressing;
ii.
identify information gaps and improve assessment of catchment processes;
iii.
validate and potentially update the understanding and conceptualisation of
key water processes;
iv.
help verify or improve the calibration of any predictive models;
v.
evaluate progress towards management targets identified for the catchment;
vi.
check that conjunctive water management options were implemented
appropriately;
vii.
test the appropriateness and effectiveness of these management options; and
ensure that there is compliance with established rules and regulations”
Adapted from Connected Water, 2008d.
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The reporting system for this scheme is outlined as follows:

All water used in production should be accurately recorded and accounted for. As part
of the mechanism, total water use shall be balanced against total water extractions and
any surpluses shall be counted against the users Water Efficiency Rating.

Holdings with harvested water storage facilities will be accounted for as a factor in
the Water Efficiency Rating by calculating storage capacity against the site specific
recorded local rainfall multiplied by 5% of landholding area and/or the total amount
of water extracted at times of flood. No charge will be applied to water harvested
within these parameters.

Accounting for water extraction is a relatively simple process which is achieved by
metering all water taken by a user and recording the time, date, and location from
which it was extracted.

Data collection which includes temporal factors is a critical factor to this scheme.
Because some extractions will be free of charge under certain conditions accurate
records must be kept in order to balance the accounting system. Unaccounted water
will result in a deficit to the users WER.

Once water users have monitored and recorded their extraction, they are required to
report them to the RWCA (if not automatically done) in order to settle their account
and receive their official input data to be included in their Water Efficiency Rating.

A full audited account will be produced annually to confirm that the user’s WER has
been accurately assessed throughout the year. If performance is below the WER used
in that period, a fine may be incurred and/or the users WER will be discounted
according to the magnitude of the discrepancy.
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The key obligations on water catchment users under the H2020 Water Efficiency
Rating System will be:
•

to register for reporting and entitlements;

•

to lodge accurate water use and/or trading reports, in accordance with the
prescribed methods and standards, and keep associated records for assurance
purposes;

•

to lodge water use or trading reports on time;

•

ensure that unused entitlements have been sold or relinquished in order to
balance the WER with the RWCA; and

•

reconcile their annual WER account with the RWCA.

The relevant RWCA will adopt national standards of assurance (or audit) to which
reported entitlements are subject in order to effectively underpin the scheme.

7 Allocation tools
Allocation tools aim to optimise the transparency, coherence and cohesion of water
allocations within the catchment. These tools provide mechanisms for calculating
water entitlements in an equitable manner that ensures baseline environmental flows
are maintained, positive social impacts are maximised and that economic advantages
are provided with maximin-based equity.

7.1 Entitlements
The primary entitlement under this scheme is that ecosystems have the right to
environmental flows, free of charge.

All other uses fall under a user-pays system for groundwater and surface water access.

Atmospheric water that is intercepted, diverted and stored before hitting the ground is
viewed as a harvested water resource and is accounted separate from entitlements and
no charges will apply. Harvested water resource will be available for use within
allocation constraints.
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Domestic/urban users have a right to a calculated quantity per person and charged at a
fixed rate, with extra units of water being charged out with a multiplier added for
excess water use.

Industrial and agricultural users shall have access at a rate which will be a percentage
of the marginal benefit calculation for each individual catchment, multiplied by a
percentage of the production efficiencies reflected in their Water Efficiency Rating.

Users with landholdings of four hectares or more will be included in a water
entitlements scheme. Users with smaller holdings can apply to their relevant CAC for
inclusion in the scheme.

Entitlement allocations are determined by the amount of land which is owned within
the catchment. If a landholder owns 2% of the land area within a catchment then
he/she has an entitlement which allows for the extraction of 2% of the available water
(AW). Available water (AW) is not the total volume of water in the catchment. It is
the amount of water available after environmental and urban water needs have been
accounted for.

As part of the water entitlement system a land holder may install a dam(s) capable of
capturing 5% of the runoff from his/her landholding. For example, if a farmer has a
100ha holding and lives in a region with 100mm annual rainfall he/she may install a
dam(s) with a holding capacity of 5ML and the water he/she captures will not be
metered or charged. Additional dams may be constructed if he/she wishes however if
the storage capacity exceeds 5% of average runoff then these additional dams must be
engineered so that 95% of runoff enters streams or aquifers. Additional dams will be
viewed as storage facilities for extracted water. A performance based review
mechanism will be in place to allow users flexibility within the objectives of the
scheme. Environmental, ethical and equity factors will be the primary consideration
of any performance based review.

All water extracted from groundwater or surface water sources will be metered.
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However, if a river system is running at or above a predetermined flood flow level in
the area of an extraction point, water that is extracted during these times will be
metered but deemed to be harvested water resources and will not be charged. All
holdings with harvested water storage facilities will be accounted for as a factor in the
Water Efficiency Rating by calculating storage capacity against the site specific
recorded local rainfall multiplied by 5% of landholding area and/or the total amount
of water extracted during flood events.

The following section gives more detail on the process of calculating some of the
component mechanisms of the water entitlements scheme.

7.2 H2O20 model equations
Equitable water allocation for maximum productivity and sustainable ecosystem
management can be described as:
AW

=

(GW – EQgw)+(SW – EQsw) – D

(i)

where
AW
WEX

=

(ii)

% CAX

where

(AW – [EVX + EPX + {PX df}])– RX
WUX =

WEX

(iii)

where
WUX
WFX

=

(iv)

YX

The above model describes the H2O20 process for allocating water within a
catchment that also provides a market-based incentive for the efficient use of water
resources. It is shown in equation (i) that the available water in the catchment (AW) is
calculated by the sum of environmental flow requirement for ground water (EQgw)
taken from the total ground water (GW) quantity added to the sum of environmental
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flow requirement for surface water (EQsw) and taken from the surface water (SW),
less the domestic use requirement (D).

Equation (ii) demonstrates that the water entitlement (WE) for a specific user (X) is
calculated by dividing the available ground and surface water within the catchment
(AW) by the percentage of the catchment owned by that user (CAx).

The third equation (iii) explains that the water use (WU) of water user X is determined
by adding together the water lost by X through evaporation during use and storage
(EV), the water exported by X as product (EP), and the water polluted (P) by X
multiplied by the dilution factor (df), subtracting the recharge rate (R), and dividing
the resulting amount by the water entitlement of X. Dilution factor (df) is determined
by ascertaining both the toxicity (TX) and particulate matter (PM) within each unit of
polluted water (P) returned to the system and directly correlates to the volume of fresh
water required to dilute such discharge to an environmentally safe level.

Equation (iv) provides the water footprint calculation of X (WFX) that is determined by
dividing the water use of X by the yield (Y) of X.
A further equation (v) provides a decision-forcing indicator based on trigger point for
environmental tolerance (ET) of pollution. This correlates with equation (iii) to
determine the dilution factor for all pollutants where toxicity (TX) is added to the
particle matter (PM), enabling that to be multiplied by the amount of water polluted.
Where the sum of pollution (P) is equal to or greater than the sum of the
environmental flow required to dilute the sum of pollution, then environmental
tolerance (ET) has been exceeded and action to mitigate will be triggered.

PX df
If

∑

EQswgw

≥

∑
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The WDR will also at times be expressed as the Water Efficiency Rating (WER) for
the purpose of the production processes of the system. The terms WDR and WER are
one and the same and are fully exchangeable. The WDR is calculated using equation
viii, as presented below.

WFX
WDR

=

(viii)
EQFi

In equation viii, equivalence factors (EQF) are calculated on an annual basis. Each
individual product/crop will be attributed an equivalence factor for the land
classification from which the product/crop is extracted. The calculation of EQF is
based on a methodology developed by Wackernagel et al. (2005) for the Ecological
Footprint model. The EQF is:

“calculated as the ratio between the maximum potential ecological productivity
of world-average land of a specific land type (such as cropland) and the
average productivity of all biologically-productive lands on Earth. By showing
the productivity difference among land-use categories at the global level, they
can be considered land-specific” (Galli et al., 2007, p. 253).
Therefore the EQF within the Water Efficiency Rating and the subsequent Droplet
Rating will also attach and account for a cost/benefit mechanism to the process of
selecting suitable crops dependant on land capability.

The above model (applied on a monthly basis) aims to provide a tool to assess water
allocation rights and water use efficiency that can be combined with a marketing
strategy to gain market leverage. Such a marketing tool may be expressed as a Water
Droplet Rating (see equation vii) guide similar to the energy stars on many
whitegoods as well as the efficiency rating measured against known production
benchmarks equalised for land capability variables. In addition, the higher the
production efficiency the greater the competitive advantage that can be developed
through lower production costs. This benefit is further progressed through reduced
water usage costs for higher efficiency uses.
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The model is based on a user-pays system whereby per unit costs for ground and
surface water are adjusted on a sliding scale subject to levels of water efficiency
optimisation. Water use efficiency can be determined monthly through productivity
forecasting or retrospectively through actual productivity measures. Revenue raised
through water use will be used in part to provide incentives for increasing efficiencies
at all scales and to develop market awareness for the Water Droplet Rating.

The model allows for predominantly retrospective and adaptive water resources
management that encourages dryland farming and/or maximised water efficiencies.
Monthly analysis and remote monitoring enables climate variability to be rapidly
factored into the model and enables eco-system variability to be adjusted for as
conditions change. The model also takes into account the connectedness of surface
water and groundwater and allows for this relationship in the amount of water that can
be allocated from both sources. It is integral to the model that all water drawn from
the hydrological system is metered. Efficient, low loss water storage is encouraged
through the model as is growing the right crops in the right place at the right time.

Because the equations for calculating entitlements and trigger points use
environmental flow requirements (EQswgw) as a primary limiting factor, the system
in effect becomes a flexible and responsive tool useful for managing high
conservation value rivers, reaches and groundwater areas as well as degraded water
systems requiring remediation.

In addition, the H2O20 model allows for intercepted rainwater to be available for use
within allocation constraints; whilst domestic water use will be charged at a fixed rate
per unit used with a multiplier added for excessive use.

Water trading between users will be allowed, however, imported water will be
calculated within the purchaser’s water footprint measure. This is most relevant to
processors and manufacturers that do not have automatic rights to water based on
catchment share.
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Box 7 Calculating increases in water productivity – a simple tool
A simple tool for assessing increases in water productivity can be achieved through
a simple analysis of water inputs against productivity outputs as determined by
Cook, Gichuki and Turral (unknown date, p. 3), and described in equation ix below.

Average product of water = output / water input

8 Costs and revenue
The H2O20 model is based on a user-pays system whereby per unit costs for ground
and surface water are adjusted on a sliding scale according to the Water Efficiency
Rating obtained by the user.

Costs will be calculated based on a percentage of the marginal value of water
available for irrigation within each catchment. The rate will vary from catchment to
catchment depending on water scarcity. Water has different values in different places
and at different scales, this system recognizes this fact and therefore attributes cost
accordingly. This function is based on the ‘principle of scarcity’ and under this
system, provides incentives for water to be utilized where it is more plentiful and
therefore has a lower cost.

This function also has the potential to enhance the financial imperatives associated
with the cost of transporting water from places where it is abundant (low cost) to
places where it is scarce (high cost) (see Section 9 Water Markets).

Rates for water entitlements will also vary between users in each catchment. This is
because water entitlement pricing is based on a performance-based scale that entitles
producers with the most efficient production systems to pay the lowest price for the
resource. All revenues raised will be held by the appropriate RWCA and used in part
to provide incentives for increasing efficiencies at all scales, to jointly fund efficient
private and public water infrastructure, and to develop market awareness for the
Water Droplet Rating.
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Any unused water entitlements allocated to Crown Land shall default to the relevant
RWCA and may be traded in accord with the provisions of the scheme. The lease of
these entitlements will be open to transparent negotiation in order for them to be used
in some cases as public assets, or in the case of hydro-electric producers, to drive
public/private infrastructure developments. Revenue raised will be held by the RWCA
and used as above.

Additional revenue will result from financial penalties and fines assigned to noncompliant users. Legislation will also provide the facility for any revenue from fines
attached to water scheme related criminal prosecutions to be forwarded to the relevant
RWCA.

9 H2O20 Water Markets
This White Paper proposes that water remains a common good. Because of this
position, only water entitlements can be traded. A person may trade only the water
entitlements volumes (or part thereof) that they have obtained and, because this is
variable depending on water flows within the catchment, trading may only take place
with entitlement volumes that are over and above environmental flows. Volumes of
water are not attached to entitlements as such – only percentages of Available Water
(AW) are attached to the entitlement. The percentages of AW attached to entitlements
can not guarantee volumes of water as they are calculated to correlate with the
variable environmental processes occurring at any particular time.

For reasons of equity, entitlements must be attached in perpetuity to each holding
within the catchment. However other parties can lease entitlements on either a short
term or long-term basis, at a price determined by the two parties, keeping in mind that
the entitlement does not imply a specified volume of water unless it is, or becomes,
available under the parameters of the scheme. In any case the entitlement holder will
be primarily responsible for the payment of water extracted under that entitlement.
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Imported water will be calculated within the purchaser’s water footprint measure.
This is most relevant to processors and manufacturers that do not have automatic
entitlements to water based on the catchment share principle.

Under the H2O20 scheme water entitlements can be leased within the catchment. If a
user requires more water for his/her operation than the associated entitlements allow
he/she can lease the entitlements from users within that catchment either upstream or
downstream from the enterprise location without the need to physically transfer the
water from one user to another. This is because the parameters of the scheme dictate
that entitlements are based on water extractions which are over and above
environmental flow requirements and therefore, because the total of all extraction
entitlements will always be only a portion of total catchment flows, the system can
never be drawn beyond its capacity.

The case will be slightly different for transactions between users in different
catchments. If a water entitlement is leased to a user from another catchment then any
surface water must be must be physically transported to the purchaser. In the case of
transactions for ground water between users within different catchments where the
water stored is in aquifers that cross the boundaries of catchment areas, water
connectivity must be proved by a professional independent body. In such cases, the
taking of water entitlements will not be permitted to result in the depletion of required
environmental flows. If linkages can be established through aquifers then there will be
no need to physically transport water between catchments, however some discounting
of the entitlement may be required to allow for any potential discrepancies in the
groundwater availability between catchments. Because of the complexity of this
operation, transactions in ground water between catchments will require the approval
from the relevant RWCA(s).

If entitlements to water are to be leased then market forces will determine if it is
feasible to purchase a water entitlement lease from an area where marginal cost/value
is low, and transport it to an area where marginal value/cost is otherwise high. Such
transactions would be feasible as long as the price paid for the water entitlement lease,
plus relevant transaction costs (transport etc) were less than the price of a lease at the
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destination. In such cases, a flexible pricing model would be especially effective if no
further leases were available to be purchased within a catchment as the market would
determine the optimal price.

As mentioned above trading in this manner will not be to the detriment of any
catchment because only the volume of water that exceeds environmental flows can be
utilized in any situation. Therefore if a user in a catchment wishes to draw his/her
entitlement at a certain price (x) then the user can sell the right to that water at
whatever price the market allows. If a user is able to capture water and/or increase
his/her production efficiencies, the user is then either able to increase the scale of
his/her production or sell any unused entitlements to another party in accord with the
provisions of the scheme.

Additionally as water scarcity increases, it may mean that engineering solutions that
transport water over vast distances will become viable. This scheme allows for such
scenarios but only to the extent where environmental flows of the supply catchment
are not compromised.

10 Environmental Flows, Monitoring and Targets/Caps
Managing water resources in a balanced way is essential in maintaining healthy
ecosystems that support life. Environmental water flows are essential to the health of
ecosystems and the industries that depend on them.

In order to manage water resources in an effective way it is essential to know how
groundwater, surface water, wetlands, rivers and floodplains within each catchment
interact with each other. It is important to know the seasonal variations and long-term
trends that affect these interactive water resources. This knowledge contributes to an
understanding of the endogenous and exogenous forces that affect the quantity and
quality of water resources.

By considering these factors water managers and users can formulate plans and
practices that ensure the health of hydrological systems is not compromised as a
consequence of their use. A well-designed monitoring program is an important part of
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an integrated water management scheme. By implementing comprehensive data
capture and collation systems, informed decisions can be made concerning current
uses and any future uses.

Monitoring programs for this scheme will include a set of indicators that are able to
show changes in the water resource that occur as a result of their use. These indicators
will have spatial and temporal context and will be simple, measurable, relevant and
timely. Examples of factors that indicators will measure are:
•

surface water gauging of flow;

•

stream level and quality (eg salinity, nutrients);

•

groundwater levels and quality;

•

water usage from extraction points;

•

land use and land use practices;

•

in-stream ecosystem health such as indicator species; and

•

pollutant sampling.

Gathering data in this way will ensure that good science is the basis for any water
management decisions and moves decision making away from bureaucratic and
political influence. By incorporating these factors into modeling equations that
determine water entitlements (see Section 7.2 H2O20 Model Equations),
environmental targets and caps become an entrenched part of the H2O20 Integrated
Water Management scheme.

11 Efficiencies
Whilst it is imperative to know how much water is available to be used, it is just as
important to utilize the water that is available efficiently. For this reason Integrated
Water Management systems must address how and where water is used.
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11.1 Efficiencies in capture
In most areas water becomes scarce at times due to seasonal variations or climatic
events. An obvious solution to this problem is to capture water in times of excess and
store it in such a way as to enable its availability when needed. The most common
way of doing this on a large scale is through dams. Storage dams bring with them
their own set of issues (see Figure 4), and as mentioned previously, 89% of rainfall is
lost to evaporation before it makes its way into groundwater systems. Even when
losses from dams are accounted for, they still remain an effective way for storing
water and catering to the demands of industry, particularly agriculture. For this
reason, properly engineered dams at appropriate scales and locations are encouraged
under the provisions of the scheme.

Figure 4 Comparative advantages, limitations, and key issues associated with groundwater, small
reservoir, and large dam water storage. Source: Keller et al., 2000, p. 4.

Another mechanism for storing water that has emerged over the last decade is Water
Banking (also called Managed Aquifer Recharge or MAR). This is achieved by either
injecting captured water directly back into the aquifer or by engineering water capture
basins in such a way that water infiltrates the subsoil and makes its way into the
aquifer (Connected Water, 2008e). Water banking is particularly useful due to the fact
that very little water is lost through evaporation, however, water that is captured on
private land is then stored in a manner which is commonly accessible from other
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points within the aquifer. There are technical measures that can be implemented to
calculate the amount of water returned to the aquifer, and in these cases water
returned to an aquifer would be accounted for within a user entitlement and WER
under the provisions of this scheme.

Water tanks are another effective measure for storing water, however, physical
limitations apply to the size that tanks can be manufactured to and therefore large
scale storage of water in tanks may be deemed impractical. Storage tanks used for
domestic, industrial and even small agricultural applications however, are encouraged
and certain incentives will be made available under the provisions of this scheme.

11.2 Efficiencies in management and use
One of the main areas where water efficiency can be increased is in production
systems. As mentioned previously, studies have shown that capital investment in
efficient irrigation systems is a viable option especially when the cost of accessing
water is increasing (LWA, 2006), in this regard the same holds true for most
production systems and therefore jointly funded capital investment programmes will
be encouraged under the provisions of the scheme.

Examples of systems that will be included are:
•

Water efficient irrigation;

•

Reticulated water systems;

•

Water recovery systems;

•

Water efficient production and processing systems; and

•

Minimal loss water storage systems infrastructure.

Even in areas where new technology is not adopted, greater efficiencies can be
achieved. It is often the case that by implementing alternative management strategies,
savings can be made for little or no financial outlay. Under this scheme any savings in
water use will result in benefit not only from the savings made in lowering the
volumes of water needed but also by reducing the cost per unit of water as a result of
efficient practices.
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11.3 Multi-factor efficiencies
Other area where the scheme encourages greater efficiencies is through the
equivalency and yield factors that are incorporated into the WER component of the
H2O20 model. In this way the scheme encourages users to produce products that are
compatible with local land capability, seasonal variations, available water and other
natural capacity factors. Incentives are provided for producers to manage their
production systems in a way that does not result in damage to ecosystems. In this way
optimum yield and financial returns can be achieved as a consequence of maximizing
the utility of water resources.

Agenda H2O20 Terms
Agenda H2020 Integrated Water Management Scheme focuses on the production side
of the model and its output is usually expressed as Water Efficiency Rating (WER).
Agenda H2020 Water Droplet Rating is the Marketing tool of the model and is usually
expressed as a Water Droplet Rating (WDR). Both terms are calculated by the same
equation however they are applied in different manner in order to address both supply
side and demand side market mechanisms.

12 Costs and Revenue
The value of water will be a determinant of water management. Systems for
freshwater supply markets will be based on consumer demands. A mechanism for this
type of marketing needs a leverage to influence consumer choices, forcing the
management of water allocation and entitlement through water user discernment. The
labelling of products, indicating water efficiency, will be the prime marketing tool
both at the local level and globally.

12.1 Market leverage
The measures for water management discussed above primarily illustrate supply side
mechanisms for controlling water efficiency. As described in Section 4.1.3 of this
paper, this scheme also develops demand side mechanisms to control efficiency. By
creating a system that uses consumer preference to leverage market options,
performance expectations regarding water efficiency are passed back through the
entire supply chain.
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The primary tool for leveraging the market in
this way shall be a labeling campaign that
displays the Water Droplet Rating (WDR) of
the final product in the same manner as the star
rating currently used for efficiency in electrical
products (see Figure 5).

Figure 5 Water droplet rating

12.1.1

Local market leverage

The Water Droplet Rating is a representation of the sum of the cumulative Water
Efficiency Rating (WER) of all inputs that were used to make the final product. In
this manner the water droplet rating represents the embedded efficiency of water use
rather than the actual water used to produce the final product. Some products
naturally require large amounts of water to produce. This in itself is not a bad thing
unless a management decision is made to grow or produce that product in an area
where water is scarce. Rather, the product should be grown or produced where there
is enough water and other suitable environmental conditions to grow or manufacture
the product without putting stress on that location’s water balance. This means that
products that naturally require large amounts of water are only discounted by the
WER scheme if they perform below a set of calculated benchmarks.

Consumers can be confident that, no mater how much (or how little) water was used
to produce the product, to achieve the highest droplet rating the product was produced
in a location which was most suitable, using the most efficient amount of water, under
optimum climatic conditions, and using the most efficient production techniques.
The implications of the system will reach beyond the use of water. Each region will
have a different approach to how to gain optimum benefits from a valued resource
relative to the natural features of the region. This may result in fostering new
technical and innovative solutions for a resource that at one time was viewed as
having little value. Because water will then have a cost attached to it that multiplies
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for poor efficiency, a new financial imperative will be attached to efficient production
systems, thus stimulating growth in these areas.

On a global scale, such a scheme will have appeal for global institutions concerned
with water scarcity. Institutions such as the United Nations have a keen interest in
addressing issues of ethics and inequities of global water (UNEP, 2008). Other
organisations such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) and the Global Water Partnership (GWP) are continually seeking solutions to
sustainable water resource management as a response to environmental degradation
that is a consequence of inefficient production management and misallocation of
water resources (OECD, 2008; GWP, 2008).

Further opportunity exists to leverage international markets in the same manner as
local markets due to the growing concerns about water use efficiencies.

As water becomes a ‘bigger issue’, it may be the case that countries with abundant
water resources and inefficient water policy may be excluded through international
trade barriers. At the present time a partnership between UNESCO and the Water
Footprint Org is discussing the impact that trading in “virtual water” will have on
countries with high use water products (UNESCO, 2008). If such proposals are
considered as part of future policy decisions by international trade organisations and
multinational firms, there could be dire economic consequences for nations without a
rigorous water accounting system (Merrett, 1999). By implementing the H2O20
model, Australia can be well placed to build upon its comparative advantages whilst
developing and taking advantage of international water policy shifts and trade
arrangements that provide new competitive opportunities. It must be noted that with
any policy change there are often impacts that affect some stakeholders more than
others. The following section will discuss some of the sectoral responses to integrated
water management.
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13 Sectoral Responses to the H2O20 Integrated Water
Management Model
Australia has benefited from an abundance of water. Industries have expanded and
nation-scale riches have been created through a historical paradigm of ‘statist
developmentalism’ and its associated unrestricted access to ground and surface water
for production purposes (Mercer, Christesen & Buxton, 2007). Over the last two
hundred years agriculture has expanded throughout the nation’s water rich regions
and in its wake has come other water dependent sectors.

Unfortunately, the unsustainable extraction of water has created a landscape of
modified waterways (Whittington and Liston, 2003) and Ladson and Argent (2002)
claim that degradation has occurred on many of Australia’s river systems due to
changes in flow for development purposes. In addition, Climate change has brought
presumptions of water reliability to a rapid halt and the current drought is forcing all
water users to strongly think about and make decisions on existing and future
demands for water.

The H2O20 integrated approach to water management proposed in this report
facilitates the sustainable and equitable management of a finite and highly variable
global resource. An integrated approach provides ongoing access to water for
production purposes in a manner that is economically transparent and fair, whilst also
securing water for human needs. Under an integrated approach to water allocation and
management, these paramount requirements are in balance with a responsible and
appropriate ecosystem provision allowance. Integrated management is about getting
the balance right for everyone.

The Australian people and Australian businesses are well situated to adapt to
changing water needs. Sustainable water supply and provision requires multiple
paradigm and behavioural shifts that will not merely provide workable solutions but
will reshape how we view who we are and how we engage with the land and water
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resources that sustain us. It will affect current sectoral water use characteristics (see
Figure 6) and direct Australians towards sustainable water management.
Percentage of water used by sector

3

3 2

9
Agriculture
Domestic/urban
Manufacturing
Environment

16

Mining
67

Other

Figure 6 Percentage of water used by sector inclusive of environmental flow allocation. Adapted
from Australian State of the Environment Committee, 2006.

The integrated approach to water management will be delivered in conjunction with a
Transitional Assistance Programme to enable sectoral, business, community and
individual adjustments to new water management systems.

13.1 Transitional Assistance Programme (TAP)
Some water dependent sectors are in a better position to leap into integrated water
allocation and management than others. As such, a Transitional Assistance
Programme (TAP) has been designed to minimise social and economic impacts and to
provide market maximin – whereby advantage is maximised for those most adversely
affected (Rawls, 1973, p. 328).

The rationale behind TAP is to:
•

address the competitiveness impacts of the scheme on water dependent
industries in order to provide a maximin between intra-sector water users and
between sectors;

•

provide transitional support to water dependent industries most affected by the
introduction of integrated water allocation and management;
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•

support production and investment decisions that will encourage increased
water efficiencies prior to and during the transitional stages; and

•

provide structural adjustment assistance for individual enterprises, workers
and adversely affected communities.

TAP aims to balance environmental, economic and social needs to reduce market
imbalance and achieve integrated management objectives. Assistance provided to
industry sectors will be phased out in increments to encourage a full transition to
efficient and sustainable water use by 2020. The provision of assistance through TAP
will be equitable both within sectors and between sectors and will be based on
flexible and context specific criterion that assesses individual user ‘needs’ and a
demonstrated willingness to improve water use efficiencies.

TAP assistance will include:
•

allocation of water access permits contingent on productivity levels at a
sliding scale rate of cost per unit to disperse the intensity of regulated water
reduction impacts over time;

•

incentives-based provision of funding grants to reward and encourage water
efficient infrastructure investments through offset costs and subsidies; and

•

direct financial and structural adjustment assistance to individual enterprises,
workers and communities most adversely affected by market conditions and
responses to integrated water management.

Specific TAP assistance levels and mechanisms provision will be determined by:
•

historical baseline averages for water consumption and activity requirements;

•

activity specific productivity per unit of water used;

•

consideration of individual sector, enterprise, worker or community conditions
and circumstances; and

•

appropriateness and effectiveness of specific assistance package.
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13.2 Sectoral changes, impacts and opportunities
An integrated approach to water allocation and management enables surety within the
market whilst providing for ecological sustainability and overall riverine health. The
urgency for water reform and the need to achieve sustainable supply is the paramount
objective of this White Paper. Sustainable water allocation and management cannot
be achieved without changes to water use practices and as such, sectoral impacts and
adjustments need to occur.

As previously detailed, the agriculture sector is Australia’s largest user of water. It is
critical that agriculturalists gain significant advances in water use efficiencies and
make the paradigm shift in land and resource management for sustainable production
that does not adversely impact the environment.

To illustrate the sectoral impacts of integrated water allocation and management as
prescribed in this White Paper, the model will be applied to various scenarios as
follows.

Scenario 1: Irrigated corn crop
Background: On a small-scale commercial cropping farm, 30 hectares of irrigated farmland is
planted to corn in a catchment area of approximately 31,400ha. The optimal water requirements for
growing corn within the region is 300mm. High rainfall following steady irrigation results in the
application of 600mm of water with 150ml lost to evapo-transpiration. 100kg per hectare of
phosphorus is added during plant growth.
Applying the model: Available water (AW) within the catchment is estimated at 224,400ML per
annum. Grower x accesses 0.1% of the catchment for the corn crop resulting in a water entitlement
(WE) for the 30ha planting of 224.4ML. The water use (WU) of grower x for the crop equals AW
minus 49.48ML (inclusive of 45ML of water lost through evapotranspiration, 0.28ML exported
water as product, plus 4.2ML to account for the polluted water dilution factor quantity), and then
minus the recharge rate, being 125ML per annum, divided by the WE for the 30ha. The 30ha
planting of corn resulted in a total crop yield of 280 tonnes and a water footprint (WF) of 3.6.
Conclusion: The optimal regional WF for sweet corn is 2.8. The higher WF of 3.6 results from
excessive application of water that is lost to evapotranspiration and affecting yield quantities, as well
as a significant dilution requirement for the treatment of polluted water.
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Scenario 2: A sustainable rice growing sector?
Background: Agricultural production accounts for the largest quantities of water consumed for
production purposes in Australia. The ongoing drought has affected rice and cotton growing in
particular. With a catchment area of approximately 100,000 ha planted out to rice, being completely
under irrigation, and a high water application rate of 12.3 ML/ha, rice production can be assumed to
be unsuitable for farming in drought years. This year however, has resulted in higher than average
precipitation rates.
Applying the model: Available water (AW) within the rice producing catchments of 8,400,000ha is
estimated to be 860,200ML per annum. The sector accesses 1.2% of the catchment for the rice crop
resulting in a water entitlement (WE) for the 100,000ha planting of 10,322ML. The water use (WU)
of the rice growing sector equals AW minus 24,448ML and the recharge rate, being 15,250ML per
annum, divided by the WE for the 100,000ha. The 100,000ha planting of rice resulted in a total crop
yield of 4.8 million tonnes and a water footprint (WF) of 1.7.
Conclusion: The optimal regional WF for rice is 1.5. The slightly higher WF of 1.7 results from a
drought enforced sub-optimal application of extracted and irrigated water and several higher than
average precipitation occurrences. Optimal temperature ranges followed that positively affected
yield quantities. These results infer that given the right climatic and precipitation conditions, rice
production can be sustainably achieved in areas featuring sufficient water during growing seasons.

Scenario 3: Manufacturing and the production of pollution
Background: A production and manufacturing facility has a very small water entitlement which is
supplemented by harvested rainwater from the factory roof as well as purchasing water entitlements
at the current commercial rate for that catchment within the Agenda H2O20 Integrated Water
Management Scheme. The WER is very important to the managers as they operate in a competitive
market which has an increasing focus on sustainability an environmental protection. As a factor of
production the facility discharges a certain quantity of treated by-products. The managers need to
contemplate how these discharges will affect their profitability and their marketability.
Applying the model: the pollution factor (P) is calculated by adding together the amount of water
(by volume) required to dilute pollutant toxicity (TX) to an acceptable level, with the amount of
water (by volume) required to dilute particulate matter (PM) to an acceptable level. The resultant
volume of water required for dilution (df) is then added to the users WER account for the amount of
water required to produce those particular products at the facility. If a product uses 100 litres of
water in production but discharges two litres of pollution with a dilution factor of 100, then the
WER account will show that the product required 300 litres of water to be used in production.
Conclusion: If the managers can implement programs that reduce pollution discharge they will be
able to achieve a higher WER for the product. This will mean that they not only gain the competitive
market advantage they are seeing, but they are also able to purchase any excess water requirements
through the WER scheme at a reducing rate. If they also continue to implement water efficient
systems into their production lines, their WER will be even higher and water cost increasingly
lower.
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Scenario 4: The consumer
Jan is a typical suburban resident who lives within the urban footprint of a major metropolitan
centre. Jan has an interest in engaging with issues of globalization especially those that relate to
ethical issues and social equity. Whist not an activist, Jan believes in protesting against any
inequities by carefully choosing which products she consumes as a matter of daily function.
Jan also loves coffee. She has read that according to the Water Footprint Organization one cup of
coffee has 140 litres of virtual water embedded in its production. Although this seems an inordinate
amount of water to produce a few coffee beans, Jan reasons that because coffee is grown in tropical
regions, there is more than likely enough water there to go around. This however, is not necessarily
the case.
In many countries water is controlled by those who have various forms of power and is often
extracted and used regardless of the affect that it has on other users, often those with the least power
and the least access to water. If Jan had the option to choose her products according to the efficiency
and equity of their production, rather than just ‘how much water they used’, she would be able to
make an informed choice and demonstrate her convictions through consumer choice and market
leverage.
The Agenda H2O20 Water Droplet Rating has a built-in mechanism which translates the efficiency
and equity of water-use to consumers for this purpose.

Scenario 5: The Cotton Grower
Len and Leanne are cotton growers in southern Queensland. Over the years they have acquired a
number of water allocation rights in order to expand their business and increase the productive
capacity of their land. Having analysed the Agenda H2O20 Integrated Water Management Scheme,
they realize that the impact on their business will be significant. They will now only be entitled to
extract a quantity of water that correlates to the percentage of land they own in the entire catchment.
Len and Leanne have the option to purchase more water entitlements from other landholders, but they
realize that these landholders will themselves be seeking water for their operations and as a result the
price of water will escalate. Because their holdings are considerable they have the option of
downscaling and continuing to grow cotton, however because of the design of the WER scheme they
will be unable to achieve sufficient WERs to make the product marketable. They now realize that
even though they have been growing cotton in this region for 50 years it may be time to look for
crops which are more compatible with the natural environment and seasonal factors of their
landholdings. They also have the choice of selling part of their allocation to the highest bidder and
using the balance to produce crops or products which are highly efficient compared to the amount of
water available within the catchment.
Although the implementation of the H2O20 scheme involves a paradigm shift Len and Leanne realise
that water scarcity has already been decreasing the profitability of their operations. Additionally the
incentives which are offered by the scheme and backed up by the Government with potential
transitional assistance for those most affected by the changes, will make the hard choices that must be
made a little easier.
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Scenario 6: Mixed farm-based enterprise
John is a sixth generation farmer who runs a mixed operation at the lower end of his
catchment. John has been predicting for years that the next big issue in agriculture will be
water. Even now his main limiting ‘factor of production’ is access to water due to overallocation and inefficient practices upstream. John learns about the new Integrated Water
Management Scheme but is skeptical due to the fact that in the past, the impost of regulatory
requirements and accreditation schemes has been forced upon farmers at great cost with no
real gain.
As a person who likes to be informed, John closely analyses the new scheme and finds that
by adjusting his farm practices and increasing his Water Efficiency Rating, the unit pricing
of a significant ‘production input (water)’ will be reduced, resulting in a net gain. Such an
input cost advantage will also be further enhanced when John sells his produce. Because he
has achieved a higher Water Efficiency Rating he has gained a significant competitive and
price advantage because processors and markets will now source their inputs from producers
with high ratings in order for these higher ratings to be passed through, embedded in their
own final product.
By displaying cumulative Water Efficiency Rating on their final product labeling, companies
are able to leverage a competitive and price advantage by catering to an emerging consumer
demand for water efficient products. Thus both the demand side and supply side of the
market are driving water efficiency.
The net result to John is: a lower cost per unit of water, less water used, a marketing
advantage over competitors, and a higher return for his produce. John is now ready to
enthusiastically adopt the new H2O20 Integrated Water Management Scheme.

The above scenarios and the essence of the H2O20 model rests with the assumption
that optimal water efficiencies can be achieved when water is used in the right place,
at the right time, and for the right purpose.
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14 Monitoring and Evaluation
The implementation of the H2O20 model will be monitored by the Regional Water
Catchment Authorities and independently audited against environmental resource
condition targets for sustainable use and environmental flow requirements, economic
performance, sociological impacts and cultural sensitivities. Programme evaluation
will use a Testing Objectives Approach that assesses performance against measurable
objectives and the attainment of strategic objectives.

National and regional reporting will be conducted and independently reviewed on an
annual basis and will be published and distributed freely to the public.

15 Your Engagement: Making a Submission
Stakeholder feedback is sought on all aspects of this White Paper. Feedback received
will be considered and where appropriate will inform the final design of the H2O20
programme.

To make a comment or formal submission on the White Paper’s proposed water
management and allocation options, write to the authors at:

H2O20 Submission
c/o The Institute for Regional Development
University of Tasmania, Cradle Coast Campus
Private Bag 3502
Burnie, Tasmania 7320
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17 Appendices
17.1 State water control within Australia
Under the Australian constitution, natural resource management is the responsibility
of the States and Territories, each of which has adopted water reform processes for
their jurisdictions. The National Groundwater Committee has compiled the status of
policies, regulations and legislation relevant to conjunctive water management
operating under State and Territory jurisdictions in Australia, as summarised below
(NGC, 2004).

17.1.1
•
•

•

•

•

Water Act treats surface water and groundwater separately.
The Act treats water resources as three entities: water in a watercourse, water
in wetlands and groundwater. The Act also differentiates between 'certain
surface waters' (water in proclaimed areas) and 'other surface waters' (water in
non-proclaimed areas).
Separate groundwater and surface water management plans at local and
subregional scale but regional plans may combine surface water and
groundwater.
Highly connected systems in some areas but little opportunity for widespread
conjunctive use management because there are few places where fresh surface
water/groundwater interacts. Where the interactions occur, water quality is
poor, quantities are not economical and interactions are intermittent.
Groundwater and surface water are not traded via a common market.

17.1.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

South Australia

Water Act recognises groundwater, water in watercourses and surface water
flowing across land able to be captured in dams.
The Act recognises the inter-relationship between groundwater and surface
water with respect to impacts.
Hydraulic connection between surface water and groundwater is implied.
Water use may be restricted if taking surface water impacts on groundwater
recharge or if taking groundwater impacts on surface water quality.
Water allocation plans for prescribed (licensed) areas include surface water,
watercourses and groundwater in one plan.
Groundwater and surface water are not traded via a common market.
Surface water is piped for aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) scheme.

17.1.3
•

Western Australia

Queensland

Water Act does not separate surface water and groundwater and is not a
constraint to integrated management.
One water resource plan for a catchment that includes both surface water and
groundwater.
Recent changes to the Water Act have split former conjunctive licences (one
licence for both surface water and groundwater) into separate surface water
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•

and groundwater resources that are being dealt with in the planning process to
attribute the take against a particular water resource.
Groundwater and surface water are not traded via a common market.

17.1.4
•

•
•

•

Only surface water licensed and actively managed but may be easier to
implement conjunctive use management as could be regarded as extension of
surface water management.
Water use can be restricted if water quality of either resource is compromised.
A water management plan may be prepared for water resources 'joined
naturally' and the Act provides for the consideration of the effects of water
resource use on 'other linked water resources'.
Groundwater not licensed, and therefore cannot be traded.

17.1.5
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Northern Territory

Under the Act water must be allocated within the estimated sustainable yield
of both surface water and groundwater to the declared beneficial uses in a
water control district.
Act treats surface water and groundwater separately from a licensing aspect.
Surface water licensing discusses material effects on river flow but not on
groundwater.
Where a water allocation plan has been declared, the right to take or use water
is able to be traded.
The different time scales on the impacts of extraction from bore pumps and
river pumps on river flow need to be taken into account when determining the
sustainable yield of a coupled groundwater / river system.
Groundwater and surface water are not traded via a common market.

17.1.7
•

Australian Capital Territory

Water Act does not separate surface water and groundwater and is not a
constraint to integrated management.
One water resources management plan for the ACT that includes both surface
water and groundwater.
Allocations do not separate surface water and groundwater.
Licences to take water may be surface water, groundwater or both. If both,
separate limitations on volume may apply to each source.
Groundwater and surface water are not traded via a common market.

17.1.6
•

Tasmania

Victoria

Water Act designed to enable integrated management of surface water and
groundwater "to provide for the integrated management of all elements of the
terrestrial phase of the water cycle" and "to eliminate inconsistencies in the
treatment of surface water and groundwater resources and waterways".
Plan may relate to groundwater, surface water or both.
Minister may declare a total annual volume of water for an area that may be
taken whether surface water, groundwater or both.
Limits have not yet been set but the intent is to do so in the future.
The current limits have not been set under the new legislative framework.
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•
•

It is likely however that the new limits will relate separately to groundwater
and to surface water but not to the combined resource.
No instances of interchangeable transfers between surface water and
groundwater. This will be addressed in the future.

17.1.8
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New South Wales

Act allows managing surface water and groundwater separately.
Water sharing plans may be surface water, groundwater or both.
It is state policy to manage water in an integrated way through linkages
between the different plans.
A policy has been developed for managing unregulated streams that are highly
connected to groundwater.
Work is continuing on a policy for regulated rivers that are highly connected
to groundwater.
No trades between surface water and groundwater to date.
Trades between the two sources are like to be permitted in the future for
highly connected systems (connected water 2008)
Only a few of the states recognise the difference between ground and surface
water this could be a hindrance to an integrated approach to water
management.

17.2 Water management and allocation options
•

Public (administrative) water allocation - the state or relevant government
body decides what water resources can be used by the system as a whole, and
allocates and distributes water within different parts of the system. Public
allocation of water has usually been associated with water quantities, based on
physical norms and political influence. The public agency can even specify the
particular times and places individual farmers are entitled to water. The
agency's role is particularly strong in inter-sectoral allocation, as the
government agency is often the only institution that includes all users of water
resources, and has jurisdiction over all sectors of water use. Public allocation
mechanisms often lead to waste and mis-allocation of water, as well as
fragmented investment and management of the existing resource. Also, public
allocation often does not support user participation.
o Municipal level management (public allocation) – generally not well
resourced for sustainable water management – susceptible to political
influence.
o State level management (public allocation) – traditionally has failed
to result in economic efficiency but has been necessary due to the
public good component of water. Can result in monopoly control and
inefficient and/or distorted markets. State control however, can result
in large-scale infrastructure investments that develop the potential of
water use.
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o Federal level management (centralised allocation such as proposed
for the MDB under Howard) – involves establishment of Federally
supported management authorities. Susceptible to politics and
stakeholder influence.
Note: MoU’s may be required between levels of government.
•

Total Water Accounting, Taking a catchment-wide approach to the water
balance that is inclusive of the inputs and outputs of groundwater and surface
water resources is a pre-requisite for conjunctive water management.
Estimates of the sustainable limits to water allocation should be based on
budgets for the total water resource, or at the very least that there is
coordination between groundwater and surface water assessments.
Groundwater sustainable yield estimates are typically based on a function of
recharge, with evaluation of discharge magnitude and dynamics less of a
priority. Equally, surface water resource assessments tend not to directly
include a groundwater interaction component. Such explicit accounting of
seepage flux is required (Connected Water, 2008c).

•

Linking of Water Management Plans, Surface water and groundwater
management plans for a catchment should address the same goals and their
development should be coordinated. Ideally, in a highly connected system a
single water plan would combine the management of the two resources, taking
advantage of their inherent characteristics (Connected Water, 2008c).

•

One (or compatible) licensing systems to allow trading. Existing
groundwater and surface water licenses are not compatible. Common licensing
arrangements across a connected water resource would facilitate consistency
of water securities and enable potential trade opportunities. A key issue in
developing a single license system is investigating the transferability of
groundwater and surface water securities (including supply, volumes, quality,
access and reliability) (Connected Water, 2008c).

•

Coordinated Embargoes, recognising that any caps placed on one
component of the connected water resource will have an impact on the other.
As in the case for the Murray-Darling Basin, the cap on surface water
diversions transferred water demand and stresses to the groundwater resource.
When restricting entitlements, it is assumed that there is no prior hierarchy
between groundwater and surface water users (Connected Water, 2008c).

•

Tiered access conditions, Consistent with security ratings of surface water
allocations, tiered access conditions can also be applied to groundwater
licences. Seasonally variable groundwater access could help optimise the
timing of extraction of groundwater to minimise impacts on stream flow. As
an example, seasonal allocations set by comparing groundwater levels to
benchmark conditions are used in some Victorian groundwater management
areas (Connected Water, 2008c).
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•

Triggers or Thresholds, Water access may be temporarily restricted or
transferred to the other water source on the basis of triggers such as using
defined thresholds for minimum stream flows or groundwater levels. This
requires assessment of impacts of groundwater use on stream flow and viceversa in terms of surface water extraction on groundwater levels. For example,
in the case of streamflow depletion a robust and transparent assessment of
both the magnitude of the change in groundwater discharge and the time lag
for response is required (Connected Water, 2008c).

•

Catchment Authority level management – Can be a useful catchment scale
management body that can measure and manage for sustainability. Can be
established with mission, objects, etc and the power to enforce/ regulate. Note:
single mission bodies are usually best at reporting sustainable use.

•

Value-based management (including markets) – physical or monetary, can
factor decision-making criteria for value-based outcomes that achieve desired
affect based on market or regulatory outputs. Requires efficiency and equity
principles.

•

Marginal cost pricing – targets a price for water to equal the marginal cost of
supplying the last unit of that water. An allocation that equates water's unit
price (the marginal value of water) with the marginal cost is considered an
economically efficient, or socially optimal, allocation of water resources. The
efficiency criterion maximizes the total value of production across all affected
sectors of the economy. Although water may have a scarcity value, which
depends on location and time, it might not always be reflected in the cost of
the water consumers are faced with. The two concepts-social cost and scarcity
value-are reflected in higher marginal cost curves than the private marginal
cost curve. A marginal cost pricing mechanism can be applied also to develop
differential prices for different qualities of water where higher-quality water
has a higher marginal cost of provision.

•

Water markets (water as a tradable commodity) – an exchange of wateruse rights, compared to a temporary exchange of a given quantity of water
between neighboring users. From a strict economic point of view, the
operation of a (competitive) market has several conditions. First, the market
should have many identical sellers and buyers, each with complete
information on the market rules (institutions), and each facing similar
transaction costs. Second, decisions made by each seller or buyer are
independent of decisions made by other sellers and buyers. Third, decisions
made by one individual should not affect the outcome of another individual.
And, finally, the individuals (or economic agents operating in a competitive
market) are motivated to maximize their profits. Under such conditions,
demand and supply forces dictate the quantities to be traded and the unit price
for the commodity in this market. Usually, commodities (resources) will move
from their uses at low value to highest values. Therefore, market-based
allocation is considered economically efficient from an individual and social
point of view. The market mechanism, if operated under such conditions,
could secure water supply for high-value uses in various sectors without the
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need to develop new, costly water resources. Also, by allowing compensation
for water sold by low-value uses, water markets provide an incentive for more
efficient water use. Allocation of water through tradable rights provides
maximum flexibility in responding to changes in crop prices and water values
as demand patterns and comparative advantage change and diversification of
cropping proceeds. The market-based system is more responsive than
centralized allocation of water.
•

Community level management – this model enables local users to manage
water resources (user-based management). It is generally not used for
sustainable management as extractive stakeholders often dominate it.

•

User-based allocation – Farmer-managed irrigation systems provide one of
the clearest examples of user-based water allocation. Studies have shown a
wide variation of rules for allocation within such systems; by timed rotation,
depth of water, area of land, or shares of the flow. In the domestic water
supply sector, user-based allocation is seen in community wells and hand
pump systems, as well as in a growing number of more complicated systems
managed by water and sanitation associations. Inter-sectoral allocation by
users is seen in the management of village tanks (ponds) or other local water
sources used for domestic water, irrigation, and even animal watering. Userbased allocation requires collective action institutions with authority to make
decisions on water rights.

•

Water Banking - Water banking (also called Managed Aquifer Recharge or
MAR) is a conjunctive technique that seeks to deliberately increase the
amount of water stored in an aquifer, which is then recovered by pumping. By
storing water underground, loss of water to evaporation can be drastically
reduced and the water savings returned to other users such as the environment,
towns or irrigators. Water banking offers several advantages when compared
with the more traditional use of surface water reservoirs). The potential for
water banking is enormous as the total volume of water that could be stored in
aquifers worldwide is several orders of magnitude greater than that available
in surface dams (Connected Water, 2008c).

•

Land Use - Investments in promoting changes in land use have a role in
conjunctive water management. Initiatives that alter the catchment water
balance such as revegetation or agroforestry can also alter the seepage flux
between streams and aquifers. Such land use initiatives are commonly applied
to reduce groundwater recharge for salinity mitigation (Connected Water,
2008c).

•

Water Interception - Groundwater discharge can maintain stream flow
particularly during dry periods. However, if the quality of the groundwater is
poor, this baseflow can degrade surface water quality. Interception schemes
are a series of bores along a stretch of river (or lake or wetland) used to extract
groundwater before it reaches the stream. Such schemes are a common
engineering solution to mitigate stream salinity. By continually pumping from
the bores saline groundwater is prevented from entering the river and the river
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can become a losing stream with fresh river water drawn into the aquifer. The
intercepted groundwater is then generally piped to a site distant from the river
where it is evaporated (Connected Water 2008c).
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